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1. Introduction
We consider Euler’s equations describing the motion of a perfect incompressible fluid in vacuum:
(
∂t + V
k∂k
)
vj = −∂jp, j = 1, ..., n in D,(1.1)
divV = ∂kV
k = 0 in D(1.2)
where ∂i = ∂/∂x
i and D = ∪ 0≤t≤T {t}×Dt, Dt ⊂ Rn. Here V k = δkivi = vk and we use the summation
convention over repeated upper and lower indices. The velocity vector field of the fluid is V , p is the
pressure and Dt is the domain the fluid occupies at time t. We also require boundary conditions on the
free boundary ∂D = ∪ 0≤t≤T {t} × ∂Dt;
p = 0, on ∂D,(1.3)
(∂t + V
k∂k)|∂D ∈ T (∂D),(1.4)
Condition (1.3) says that the pressure p vanishes outside the domain and condition (1.4) says that the
boundary moves with the velocity V of the fluid particles at the boundary.
Given a domain D0 ⊂ Rn, that is homeomorphic to the unit ball, and initial data v0, satisfying
the constraint (1.2), we want to find a set D = ∪ 0≤t≤T {t} × Dt, Dt ⊂ Rn and a vector field v solving
(1.1)-(1.4) with initial conditions
(1.5) {x; (0, x) ∈ D} = D0, and v = v0, on {0} × D0
Let N be the exterior unit normal to the free surface ∂Dt. Christodoulou[C2] conjectured that the
initial value problem (1.1)-(1.5), is well posed in Sobolev spaces if
(1.6) ∇N p ≤ −c0 < 0, on ∂D, where ∇N = N i∂xi .
Condition (1.6) is a natural physical condition since the pressure p has to be positive in the interior
of the fluid. It is essential for the well posedness in Sobolev spaces. A condition related to Rayleigh-
Taylor instability in [BHL,W1] turns out to be equivalent to (1.6), see [W2]. Taking the divergence of
(1.1) gives:
(1.7) −△p = (∂jV k)∂kV j , in Dt, p = 0, on ∂Dt
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In the irrotational case, when curl v ij = ∂ivj− ∂jvi = 0, then △p≤ 0 so p≥ 0 and (1.6) holds by the
strong maximum principle. Wu [W1,W2] proved well posedness locally in time, (globally in space), in
Sobolev spaces in the irrotational case. Ebin [E1] showed that the equations are ill posed when (1.6)
is not satisfied and the pressure is negative and Ebin [E2] announced an existence result when one
adds surface tension to the boundary condition. With Christodoulou [CL]we proved a priori bounds in
Sobolev spaces in the general case of non vanishing curl, assuming (1.6). Usually if one has a priori
estimates, existence follows from similar estimates for some regularization or iteration scheme for the
equation. However, the sharp estimates in [CL] use all the symmetries of the equations and so only hold
for perturbations of the equations that preserve the symmetries. Here we show existence in Sobolev
spaces for the linearized equations using a new type of estimates.
The incompressible perfect fluid is to be thought of as an idealization of a liquid. For small bodies
like water drops surface tension should help holding it together and for larger denser bodies like stars
its own gravity should play a role. Here we neglect the influence of such forces. Instead it is the
incompressibility condition that prevents the body from expanding and it is the fact that the pressure
is positive that prevents the body from breaking up in the interior. Let us also point out that, from
a physical point of view one can alternatively think of the pressure as being a small positive constant
on the boundary instead of vanishing. What makes this problem difficult is that the regularity of the
boundary enters to highest order. Roughly speaking, the velocity tells the boundary where to move
and the boundary is the zero set of the pressure that determines the acceleration.
Some existence results in Sobolev spaces are known in the irrotational case, for the closely related
water wave problem which describes the motion of the surface of the ocean under the influence of earth’s
gravity. In that problem, the gravitational field can be considered as uniform, however this problem
reduces to our problem by going to an accelerated frame. The domain Dt is unbounded for the water
wave problem coinciding with a half-space in the case of still water. Nalimov[Na] and Yosihara[Y] proved
local existence in Sobolev spaces in two space dimensions for initial conditions sufficiently close to still
water. Beale, Hou and Lowengrab[BHL] have given an argument to show that problem is linearly well
posed in a weak sense in Sobolev spaces, assuming a condition, which can be shown to be equivalent
to (1.6). The condition (1.6) prevents the Rayleigh-Taylor instability from occurring when the water
wave turns over. Finally Wu[W1,2] proved local existence in general in two and three dimensions for
the water wave problem. The method of proofs in these papers uses that the velocity is irrotational
and divergence free and hence harmonic to reduce the equations to equations on the boundary only.
The main result here is existence for the linearized equations in the case of non vanishing curl.
The irrotational case was proved by Yosihara [Y]. The proof in [Y], see also [W1,W2], reduces the
equation to the boundary and it does not generalize. Instead, we project the linearized equation onto
an equation in the interior using the orthogonal projection onto divergence free vector fields in the
L2 inner product. This removes a difficult term, the differential of the linearization of the pressure,
and reduces a higher order term, the linearization of the moving boundary, to a symmetric unbounded
operator on divergence free vector fields. The linearized equation becomes an evolution equation in
the interior for this operator, which we call the normal operator. It is basically the differential of the
harmonic extension to the interior of the normal component. In the irrotational case it becomes the
normal derivative which is elliptic on harmonic functions and our equation reduces to an equation on
the boundary similar to those in [Y,W1,W2].
The normal operator is positive due to (1.6) and this will lead to energy bounds. However, existence
of regular solutions does not follow from standard energy methods or semi-group methods since the
operator is time dependent and non-elliptic in the case of non vanishing curl. Usually one gets equations
and estimates for higher derivatives by commuting differential operators through the equation, but
we can only use operators whose commutator with the normal operator is controlled by the normal
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operator. Geometric arguments lead us to use Lie derivatives with respect to divergence free vector
fields tangential at the boundary. The commutators of these with the normal operator are controlled
by the normal operator and they preserve the divergence free condition. The same considerations apply
to time differentiation so one should use the Lie derivative with respect to the material derivative (1.4)
which reduces to the time derivative of the vector field in the Lagrangian coordinates. To get estimates
for all derivatives we use the fact that we have a better evolution equation for the curl and that any
derivative can be controlled by tangential derivatives, the curl and the divergence.
As pointed out above, existence does not follow directly from estimates but one must have existence
and uniform estimates for some regularizing sequence. We replace the normal operator by a sequence
of bounded operators converging to it which are still symmetric, positive and they uniformly satisfy the
same commutator estimates with the differential operators above. Due to the geometric construction of
the differential operators there is a natural regularization which corresponds to replacing the boundary
by an inhomogeneous term supported in a small neighborhood of it.
Existence for the linearized equations or some modification will be part of any existence proof for
the nonlinear problem. The estimates here require more regularity of the solution we linearize around
than we get for the linearization. However, we use the techniques presented here in a forthcoming paper
[L3], to prove existence for the nonlinear problem with the Nash-Moser technique.
In order to formulate the linearized equations one has to introduce some parametrization of the
boundary. Let us therefore first express Euler’s equations in the Lagrangian coordinates in which the
boundary becomes fixed. Given a domain D0 in Rn, that is diffeomorphic to the unit ball Ω, we can by
a theorem in [DM] find a diffeomorphism f0 : Ω→ D0 that up to a constant factor is volume preserving,
i.e. after an additional scaling det(∂f0/∂y)=1. Assume that D and v ∈ C(D) are given satisfying (1.4).
The Lagrangian coordinates x=x(t, y)=ft(y) are given by solving
(1.8)
dx
dt
= V (t, x(t, y)), x(0, y) = f0(y), y ∈ Ω.
Then ft : Ω → Dt is a volume preserving diffeomorphism, since divV = 0, and the boundary becomes
fixed in the new y coordinates. Let us introduce the notation
(1.9) Dt =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣
x=const
+ V k
∂
∂xk
=
∂
∂t
∣∣∣
y=const
and ∂i =
∂
∂xi
=
∂ya
∂xi
∂
∂ya
,
for the material derivative and partial differential operators expressed in the Lagrangian coordinates.
In these coordinates Euler’s equations (1.1), the incompressibility condition (1.2) and the boundary
condition (1.3) become
(1.10) D2t x
i = −∂i p, det (∂x/∂y) = 1, in [0, T ]× Ω and p
∣∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
where p = p(t, y), ∂i now is to be thought of as the differential operator in (1.9) in y and Dt is the
time derivative. We then define V = Dtx. Note that the second equation in (1.10) follows since
Dt ln
(
det (∂x/∂y)
)
= divV =0. Taking the divergence of the first equation in (1.10) gives (1.7) so p is
determined as functional of (x, V ). The initial conditions (1.5) become
(1.11) x
∣∣
t=0
= f0, Dt x
∣∣
t=0
= V0
subject to the constraints,
(1.12) det (∂f0/∂y) = 1, and divV0 = 0
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and Christodoulou’s physical condition become
(1.13) ∇Np
∣∣
∂Ω
≤ −c0 < 0
where N is the exterior unit normal to ∂Dt parametrized by x(t, y).
Let us now derive the linearized equations of (1.10). We assume that (x(t, y), p(t, y)) is a given
smooth solution of (1.10) satisfying (1.13) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Let x(t, y, r) and p(t, y, r) be smooth
functions also of a parameter r, such that (x, p)
∣∣
r=0
= (x, p) and set (δx, δp) = (∂x/∂r, ∂p/∂r)
∣∣
r=0
.
Then the linearized equations is the requirement on (δx, δp), that (x, p) satisfies the equations (1.10)
up to terms bounded by r2 as r → 0. In other words, if
(1.14) Φi(x, p) = D
2
t x
i + ∂ip, i = 1, ..., n, Φ0(x, p) = det (∂x/∂y)− 1, Φn+1(x, p) = p
∣∣
∂Ω
,
then then linearized operator is defined by
(1.15) Φ ′(x, p)(δx, δp) =
∂Φ(x, p)
∂r
∣∣∣
r=0
, where x = x+ rδx, p = p+ rδp
Euler’s equations (1.10) become Φ(x, p) = 0 and the linearized equations are
(1.16) Φ ′(x, p)(δx, δp) = 0
Applying the operator δf = ∂f/∂r
∣∣
r=0
to (1.10), using that by (2.8) [δ, ∂i]=−(∂iδxk)∂k, gives the
linearized equations
(1.17) D2t δx
i − (∂kp)∂iδxk = −∂iδp, divδx = 0, and δp
∣∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
where we used that δ ln
(
det (∂x/∂y)
)
= divδx, see (2.6). Here δp is determined as a functional of
(δx,Dtδx) since taking the divergence of (1.17) gives an elliptic equation for δp similar to (1.7). We
now want to sow existence for (1.17) with initial data
(1.18) δx
∣∣
t=0
= δf0, Dt δx
∣∣
t=0
= δV0,
satisfying the constraints
(1.19) divδf0 = 0, divδV0 = (∂iδf
k
0 )∂kV
i
0
We remark, that the difference between (1.10) and (1.17) is the term ∂kp ∂iδx
k in (1.17). This term
is higher order but because of the sign condition (1.6) it will contribute with a positive term to the
energy. We also remark that the equation (1.17) also shows up in estimating energies of higher order
derivatives for (1.10) in [CL]. In fact, the material derivative Dt corresponds to the variation δ given
by time translation. Our main result is:
Theorem 1.1. Let Ω be the unit ball in Rn and suppose that (x, p) is a smooth solution of (1.10)
satisfying (1.13) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Suppose that (δf0, δV0) are smooth satisfying the constraints (1.19).
Then the linearized equations (1.17) have a smooth solution (δx, δp) for 0≤ t≤T satisfying the initial
conditions (1.18). Let N be the exterior unit normal to ∂Dt parametrized by x(t, y) and let δxN = N ·δx
be the normal component. Set
(1.20) Er(t) = ‖Dtδx(t, ·)‖Hr(Ω) + ‖δx(t, ·)‖Hr(Ω) + ‖δxN (t, ·)‖Hr(∂Ω)
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where Hr(Ω) and Hr(∂Ω) are the Sobolev spaces in Ω respectively on ∂Ω. Then there are constants Cr
depending only on (x, p), r and T such that
(1.21) Er(t) ≤ CrEr(0), for 0 ≤ t ≤ T, r ≥ 0.
Furthermore, let Nr(Ω) be the completion of C∞(Ω) divergence free vector fields in the norm
‖δx‖Hr(Ω) + ‖δxN ‖Hr(∂Ω). Then if the constraints in (1.19) hold and
(1.22) (δf0, δV0) ∈ Nr(Ω)×Hr(Ω)
it follows that (1.17)-(1.18) has a solution
(1.23) (δx,Dtδx) ∈ C([0, T ], Nr(Ω)×Hr(Ω)).
As we have argued, any smooth solution of (1.1)-(1.5) with D0 diffeomorphic to the unit ball can be
reduced to a smooth solution of (1.10) where Ω is the unit ball. The term ‖δxN ‖Hr(Ω) is equivalent to
the variation of the second fundamental form θ = ∂N of the free boundary ∂Dt measured in Hr−2(Ω),
so our energy is essentially ‖δθ‖Hr−2(∂Ω)+‖δv‖Hr(Ω). This is to be compared with the a priori bounds
for the nonlinear problem in [CL] for ‖θ‖Hr−2(∂Ω) + ‖v‖Hr(Ω). A slightly more general theorem holds,
see section 2. Let us now outline the main ideas in the proof. We will rewrite the linearized equations
(1.17) in a geometrically invariant way and use this to obtain energy bounds and a regularization of
the equation which will give existence.
We have defined our functions and vector fields to be functions of the Lagrangian coordinates
(t, y) ∈ [0, T ] × Ω but we can alternatively think of them as functions of the Eulerian coordinates
(t, x) ∈ D, and we will make this identification without explicitly saying that we compose with the
inverse of the change of coordinate y → x(t, y). The time derivative has a simple expression in the
Lagrangian coordinates but the space derivatives have a simpler expression in the Eulerian coordinates,
see (1.9). For the most part we will think of our functions and vector fields in the Lagrangian frame
but we use the inner product coming from the Eulerian frame, i.e. in the Lagrangian frame we use the
pull-back metric of the Euclidean inner product:
(1.24) X · Z = δijXiZj = gabXaZb, where Xa = Xi ∂y
a
∂xi
, gab = δij
∂xi
∂ya
∂xj
∂yb
.
Here Xi refers to the components of the vector X in the Eulerian frame, Xa refers to the components
in the Lagrangian frame, gab is the metric in the Lagrangian frame and δij is the Euclidean metric in
the Eulerian frame. The letters a, b, c, d, e, f, g will refer to indices in the Lagrangian frame whereas
the indices i, j, k, l,m, n will refer to the Eulerian frame. The norms and most of the operators we
consider have an invariant interpretation so it does not matter in which frame they are expressed. In
the introduction we use express the vector fields in the Eulerian frame but later we express the vector
fields in the Lagrangian frame. The L2 inner product of vector fields is given by
〈X,Z〉 =
∫
Dt
X · Z dx =
∫
Ω
X · Z dy(1.25)
where the equality follows from the incompressibility condition: det (∂x/∂y) = 1.
We now want to derive energy bounds for the linearized equations (1.17). Let us first point out that
the boundary condition p
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 implies that the energy is conserved for a solution of Euler’s equations
(1.10). We have
(1.26)
d
dt
∫
Dt
|V |2dx =
∫
Dt
Dt|V |2dx = −2
∫
Dt
V i∂i p dx = 2
∫
Dt
divV p dx− 2
∫
∂Dt
VN p dS = 0,
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where VN = NiV i is the normal component of V. In fact, the first equality follows from the incom-
pressibility condition after expressing the integrals as integrals over Ω as in (1.25), the second is Euler’s
equations (1.10), the third follows from the divergence theorem and the last is the boundary condition
and the divergence free condition.
We will now use the orthogonal projection onto divergence free vector fields to rewrite the linearized
equations (1.17) in an invariant way that can be used to derive energy bounds and for which there is a
natural regularization. The orthogonal projection onto divergence free vector fields in the inner product
(1.25) is given by
(1.27) PXi = Xi − δij∂ j q, where △q = divX, q
∣∣∣
∂Dt
= 0.
We now want to project the first equation in (1.17) onto divergence free vector fields. This removes the
right hand side ∂iδp, since we project along gradients of functions that vanish on the boundary. The
second term in the first equation in (1.17) can be written as −∂i
(
(∂kp)δx
k
)
+(∂i∂kp)δx
k, where the last
part is lower order and the projection of the first part turns out to be a positive symmetric operator on
divergence free vector fields. We define the normal operator A to be
(1.28) AXi = P
(− δij∂j(Xk∂kp)) = −δij∂j(Xk∂kp− q).
where q is chosen so that the divergence of AX vanishes and q vanishes on the boundary. Then A is a
positive symmetric operator on divergence free vector fields, if condition (1.6) holds. In fact, if X and
Z are divergence free then
(1.29) 〈X,AZ〉 = −
∫
Dt
Xi∂i(Z
k∂kp) dx =
∫
∂Dt
XNZN (−∇N p) dS, XN = NiXi
There is one more issue we have to deal with before writing up the linearized equations (1.17) in a
more pleasant form. The time derivative Dt does not preserve the divergence free condition so we have
to modify it so it does. The operator
(1.30) LDtXi = DtXi − (∂kV i)Xk =
∂xi
∂ya
Dt
(∂ya
∂xk
Xk
)
preserves the divergence free condition if V is divergence free. This is because it is the space time Lie
derivative with respect to the divergence free vector fieldDt = (1, V ) restricted to the space components.
Another way to look at it is that it is just the time derivative of the vector field X expressed in the
Lagrangian frame. The divergence is invariant under coordinate changes and the volume form is time
independent so it commutes with time differentiation in the Lagrangian coordinates.
We now project the linearized equations (1.17) and get an evolution equation on divergence free
vector fields for the normal operator A:
(1.31) X¨i +AXi = −2P ((∂kV i)X˙k) where X = δx, X˙ = LDtδx, X¨ = L2Dtδx
Introducing the orthogonal projection onto divergence free vector fields solved to problems. First it
turned the higher order term, the second term in (1.17) into a positive symmetric operator. Secondly it
got rid of the third term in (1.17) which caused considerable difficulties in [CL]. In fact, the projection
of a gradient of a function that vanishes on the boundary vanishes. The right hand side of (1.31) is
lower order since the projection is a bounded operator. Associated with (1.31) is the energy
(1.32) E(t) = 〈X˙, X˙〉+ 〈X, (A + I)X〉
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and one can show an energy estimate |E ′(t)| ≤ CE(t) which gives an energy bound. We remark that
for divergence free vector fields (1.32) is equivalent to (1.20) with r = 0. In order to show this energy
bound we must calculate the commutator of the time derivative and the normal operator, which follows
from the argument below.
In order to prove the energy bound and similar energy bounds for higher derivatives one has to
control the commutator of differential operators with the normal operator. This is however a delicate
matter since these commutators have to be controlled by the normal operator itself and only certain
geometric operators satisfy this. Let T be a divergence free vector field that is tangential at the boundary
and let
(1.33) LTXi = T k∂kXi −Xk∂kT i
be the Lie derivative with respect to T applied to a vector field X. Then LTX is divergence free if
X is divergence free. It turns out that the commutators between LT and the normal operator can be
controlled by the normal operator:
(1.34) [LT , A]Xi = (LT δij)δjkAXk +ATpXi
where for f vanishing on the boundary we defined
(1.35) AfX = −P
(
δij∂j(X
k∂kf)
)
.
(1.34) follows from (1.28) using that the Lie derivative commutes with exterior differentiation and that
the tangential derivatives Tp and Tq also vanish on the boundary since p and q do. In view of the
physical condition (1.13) it follows from (1.29) that
(1.36) |〈X,AfX〉| ≤ C〈X,AX〉, where C = ‖∇N f/∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω).
Applying LT to the linearized equations (1.31) therefore gives a similar equation for LT δx for which
we also get energy bounds if T is a divergence free vector field that is tangential at the boundary. The
second term in the commutator (1.34) can be controlled using (1.36). In order to control the first term
in the commutator one has to use that AX can be controlled in terms of L2Dtδx through the equation
(1.31). Therefore we also have to differentiate the equation with respect to time and include time
derivatives up to highest order in the energies. We define energies
(1.37) ETr (t) =
∑
|I|≤r, I∈T
√
〈LDtLITX,LDtLITX〉+ 〈LITX,ALITX〉, X = δx
where T is a family of divergence free vector fields that are tangential at the boundary and span the
tangent space of the boundary including the time derivative Dt and LIT is any product of r = |I| Lie
derivatives with respect to these. Then one can prove energy estimates ETr (t) ≤ CETr (0).
The energies (1.37) only contain tangential derivatives. In order to control normal derivatives also
we use:
(1.38) |∂Z| ≤ C(|divZ|+ |curlZ|+∑
S∈S
|SZ|)
where S is a family of vector fields that span the tangent space of the boundary and curlZij = ∂iZj −
∂jZi, where Zi = δijZ
j is the one form corresponding to the vector field Z. The divergence of X˙ =
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LDtδx vanishes and there is a better evolution equation for curlX˙ . In fact the curl of the higher order
operator A in (1.31) considered as an operator with values in the one forms vanishes since it is a gradient.
For a solution of Euler’s equations (1.10) the curl is preserved:
(1.39) LDt curlv = 0,
where LDt is the space time Lie derivative with respect to Dt=(1,V ) of the two form σ:
(1.40) LDtσij = Dt σij + (∂iV l)σlj + (∂jV l)σil =
∂ya
∂xi
∂yb
∂xj
Dt
(∂xk
∂ya
∂xl
∂yb
σkl
)
,
restricted to the space components, i.e. it is the time derivative of the two form expressed in the
Lagrangian frame. For the linearized equations we have the following identity:
(1.41) LDt curl δz = 0, δzi = δijLDtXj − curlvij Xj , Xi = δxi
Since the Lie derivative commutes with exterior differentiation curlLIT δz is also conserved.
The above argument gives energy bounds, assuming existence. However, existence does not follow
directly from estimates. To show existence we must approximate the linearized equations with some
equation for which we know there is existence and prove that we have uniform bounds for the norms
as the approximation gets better so that we can construct a sequence that tends to a solution of the
linearized equations. For f > 0 in Dt and f
∣∣
∂Dt
= 0 we define the smoothed out normal operator by
(1.42) AεfX
i = P
(− χε(d)δij∂j(fd−1Xk∂kd)) = P (χ′ε(d)δij(∂jd)fd−1Xk∂kd)
where d = d(y) = dist (y, ∂Ω) and χε(d) = χ(d/ε). Here χ is a smooth cut off function, χ(s) = 1, when
s ≥ 1, χ(s) = 0, when s ≤ 0 and χ′(s) ≥ 0. Then Aεf is a positive symmetric operator on divergence
free vector fields, if condition (1.6) holds. In fact, if X and Z are divergence free then
(1.43) 〈X,AεfZ〉 = −
∫
Dt
χε(d)X
i∂i(fd
−1Zk∂kd) dx =
∫
Dt
(Xi∂id)(Z
k∂kd)χ
′
ε(d)fd
−1 dx.
It follows that Aεf is symmetric and positive and satisfies the same commutator properties as Af and
the curl of Aεf vanishes when d ≥ ε. Furthermore Aεf is a bounded operator, i.e. ‖AεfX‖r ≤ Cεr‖X‖r .
We will actually first obtain energy estimates for the linearized equations with vanishing initial data
and an inhomogeneous divergence free term that vanishes to any order as t→ 0:
(1.44) X¨i +AXi + 2P
(
(∂kV
i)X˙k
)
= δΦ, LkDtX
∣∣
t=0
= 0, k ≤ r, divδΦ = 0,
of the form
(1.45) ETr (t) ≤ Cr
∫ t
0
‖δΦ‖Tr dτ, where ‖δΦ‖Tr =
∑
|I|≤r, I∈T
‖LIT δΦ‖
One can reduce to this situation by subtracting a power series solution in time to (1.31). (1.44) with
A replaced by Aε = Aεp is just an ordinary differential equation in H
r(Ω) so existence for this equation
follows. Because Aε uniformly satisfies the same commutator estimates as A we will obtain uniform
energy bounds and will be able to pass to the limit as ε→ 0 and obtain a solution for (1.44). The reason
we have to first subtract off the initial conditions in this way is that the energy (1.37) contains time
derivatives up to highest order and these would have to be obtained from the equation. The operator
Aε is smoothing but only in the tangential directions and in the normal directions it is worse than A so
if we had replaced A by Aε directly in (1.31) the higher order initial conditions would have depended on
Aε in an uncontrollable way. As described above, we will first prove the energy bounds in such a way
that we can obtain the same uniform bounds for the smoothed out equation and pass to the limit as
ε→ 0 to obtain existence. Once we have existence we can then obtain the more natural energy bounds
for the initial value problem in Theorem 1.1.
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2. Lagrangian coordinates, the linearized equation and statement of the theorem.
Let us introduce Lagrangian coordinates in which the boundary becomes fixed. Let Ω be a domain
in Rn and let f0 : Ω → D0 be a diffeomorphism that is volume preserving; det(∂f0/∂y) = 1. For
simplicity we will assume that Vol(D0) is the volume of the unit ball in Rn. By a theorem of [DM]
we can prescribe the volume form up to a constant for any mapping of one domain into another so we
may assume that Ω is the unit ball. Assume that v(t, x) and p(t, x), (t, x) ∈ D are given satisfying the
boundary conditions (1.3)-(1.4). The Lagrangian coordinates x = x(t, y) = ft(y) are given by solving
(2.1) dx/dt = V (t, x(t, y)), x(0, y) = f0(y), y ∈ Ω
Then ft : Ω → Dt is a volume preserving diffeomorphism, since divV = 0, and the boundary becomes
fixed in the new y coordinates. Let us introduce the notation
Dt =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣
y=constant
=
∂
∂t
∣∣∣
x=constant
+ V k
∂
∂xk
,(2.2)
for the material derivative and
∂i =
∂
∂xi
=
∂ya
∂xi
∂
∂ya
.(2.3)
In these coordinates Euler’s equation (1.1), the incompressibility condition (1.2) and the boundary
condition (1.3) become
(2.4) D2t x
i = −∂ip, κ = det (∂x/∂y) = 1, p
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0
where x=x(t, y), p=p(t, y). The initial conditions (1.5) become
(2.5) x
∣∣
t=0
= f0, Dt x
∣∣
t=0
= V0.
In fact, recall that Dt det (M) = det (M) tr (M
−1DtM), for any matrix M depending on t so
(2.6) Dt det (∂x/∂y) = det (∂x/∂y) (∂y
a/∂xi)(∂Dtx
i/∂ya) = ∂iDtx
i = divDtx = divV = 0.
Note that p is uniquely determined as a functional of x by (2.4)-(2.5). In fact taking the divergence of
Euler’s equations (2.4) using (2.6) gives △p = −(∂iDtxj)(∂jDtxi).
Let δ be a variation with respect to some parameter r, in the Lagrangian coordinates:
(2.7) δ = ∂/∂r
∣∣
(t,y)=const
,
We think of x(t, y, r) and p(t, y, r) as depending on r and differentiate with respect to r. Differentiating
(2.3) using the formula for the derivative of the inverse of a matrix, δM−1 = −M−1(δM)M−1, gives
(2.8) [δ, ∂i] = −(∂iδxk)∂k.
Differentiating (2.4), using (2.8) and (2.6) with Dt replaced by δ gives the linearized equations:
(2.9) D2t δx
i − (∂kp)∂iδxk = −∂iδp, divδx = 0, δp
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
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It is however better to use the fact that v and p are solutions of Euler’s equations, Dtvi = −∂ip, to
arrive at the following equation
(2.10) D2t δx
i − ∂i
(
(∂kp)δx
k
)
= −∂iδp + (∂kDtvi)δxk, divδx = 0, δp
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
We will now transform the vector field δx to Lagrangian coordinates, because in these coordinates
the time derivative preserves the divergence free condition. Let
(2.11) W a = δxi
∂ya
∂xi
, δxi =W b
∂xi
∂yb
, q = δp.
The letters a, b, c, d, e, f will refer to quantities in the Lagrangian frame whereas the letters i, j, k, l,m, n
will refer to ones in Eulerian frame, e.g. ∂a = ∂/∂y
a and ∂i = ∂/∂x
i. With this convention we have
(2.12) ∂i =
∂ya
∂xi
∂a, ∂a =
∂xi
∂ya
∂i.
Multiplying the first equation in (2.10) by ∂xi/∂ya and summing over i gives
(2.13) δij
∂xi
∂ya
D2t δx
j − ∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
= ∂aq +
∂xi
∂ya
(∂cDtvi)W
c
since (∂kp)δx
k=(∂cp)W
c and (∂kDtvi)δx
k=(∂cDtvi)W
c. On the other hand
Dt δx
i = (DtW
b)
∂xi
∂yb
+W b
∂V i
∂yb
, and(2.14)
D2t δx
i = (D2tW
b)
∂xi
∂yb
+ 2
∂V i
∂yb
DtW
b +W b
∂DtV
i
∂yb
(2.15)
Multiplying (2.15) by ∂xi/∂ya, summing over i, and substituting into (2.13) gives
(2.16) δij
∂xi
∂ya
∂xj
∂yb
D2tW
b − ∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
= ∂aq − 2 ∂x
i
∂ya
∂xk
∂yb
(∂kvi)DtW
b,
where
(2.17) gab = δij
∂xi
∂ya
∂xj
∂yb
is the metric δij expressed in the Lagrangian coordinates. Let g
ab be the inverse of the metric gab,
(2.18) g˙ab = Dtgab =
∂xi
∂ya
∂xk
∂yb
(
∂kvi + ∂ivk
)
and ωab =
∂xi
∂ya
∂xk
∂yb
(∂ivk − ∂kvi)
be the time derivative of the metric and the vorticity in the Lagrangian coordinates. Expression (2.16)
becomes
(2.19) gabD
2
tW
b − ∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
= −∂aq −
(
g˙ac − ωac
)
DtW
c.
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(2.19) can alternatively be expressed, using the inverse gab of gab, in the form
(2.20) D2tW
a − gab∂b
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
= −gab∂bq − gab
(
g˙bc − ωbc
)
DtW
c.
The divergence is invariant under coordinate changes so the second condition in (2.10) is
(2.21) divW = κ−1∂a(κW
a) = 0, where κ = det (∂x/∂y) = 1
Finally, the last equation in (2.10) is, since q = δp,
(2.22) q
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0
Then linearized equations are now the requirement that (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22) hold and we want to
find (W, q) satisfying these equations and the initial conditions
(2.23) W
∣∣
t=0
=W0, W˙
∣∣
t=0
=W1, where divW0 = divW1 = 0, W˙ = DtW
We can however express (2.20)-(2.23) in as one equation as follows. First we note that q = δp is
determined as a functional of W and DtW . In fact, it follows from (2.21) that divD
2
tW = 0 so taking
the divergence of (2.20) using (2.22) gives us an elliptic equation for q:
(2.24) △q = κ−1∂a
(
κgab∂bq
)
= κ−1∂a
(
κgab∂b
(
(∂cp)W
c
)− κgab(g˙bc − ωbc)DtW c
)
, q
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
We now write q = q1+ q2+ q3, where qi
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0 and △qi is equal to each of the three terms in the right
hand side of (2.24). The equations (2.20)-(2.22) can then be written as one equation, L1W = 0 where
(2.25) L1W = W¨ +AW + G˙W˙ − CW˙
and
AW a = −gab∂b
(
(∂cp)W
c − q1
)
, △q1 = △
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
. q1
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0(2.26)
G˙W˙ a = gab(g˙bcW˙
c + q2), △q2 = −∂a
(
gabg˙bcW˙
c
)
q2
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0(2.27)
CW˙ a = gab(ωbcW˙
c − q3), △q3 = ∂a
(
gabωbcW˙
c
)
q3
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0(2.28)
We will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that x, p ∈ C∞([0, T ] × Ω), p ∣∣
∂Ω
= 0, ∇Np
∣∣
∂Ω
≤ −c0 < 0 and divDtx = 0.
Suppose that F ∈ C∞([0, T ]× Ω) and W0,W1 ∈ C∞(Ω) are all divergence free. Then
(2.29) L1W = F, W
∣∣
t=0
=W0, W˙
∣∣
t=0
=W1,
where L1 be given by (2.25)-(2.28), has a divergence free solution W ∈ C∞([0, T ]× Ω).
Let Hr(Ω) be the Sobolev spaces and let Nr(Ω) be the completion of C∞(Ω) divergence free vector
fields in the norm ‖W‖Hr(Ω) + ‖WN‖Hr(∂Ω), where WN =W ·N is the normal component. Then if
(2.30) (W0,W1) ∈ Nr(Ω)×Hr(Ω), F ∈ L1
(
[0, T ],Hr(Ω)
)
are all divergence free it follows that (2.29) have a a divergence free solution
(2.31) (W, W˙ ) ∈ C([0, T ], Nr(Ω)×Hr(Ω)).
Moreover, with a constant C depending only on the Cr+2 norm of x and p and the constant c0 we have
(2.32) ‖W˙ (t)‖Hr + ‖W (t)‖Nr ≤ C
(
‖W˙ (0)‖Hr + ‖W (0)‖Nr +
∫ t
0
‖F (τ)‖Hr dτ
)
.
Remark. The restrictions that divV = 0 and divF = 0 can be removed and in order to use the Nash-
Moser technique one indeed needs to show that the linearized operator is invertible away from a solution
and outside the divergence free class. In [L3] the techniques presented here are used to show this.
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3. The projection onto divergence free vector fields and the normal operator.
Let P be the orthogonal projection onto divergence free vector fields in the inner product
(3.1) 〈W,U〉 =
∫
Ω
gabW
aU b dy,
Then the projection P
(3.2) PUa = Ua − gab∂b q, △q = ∂a
(
gab∂b q
)
= divU = ∂a(U
a), q
∣∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
That this is the orthogonal projection follows since gabg
bc = δca and
(3.3) 〈W, (I − P )U〉 = −
∫
Ω
gabW
agbc∂cq dy =
∫
Ω
(∂aW
a) q dy −
∫
∂Ω
NaW
a q dS = 0, if ∂aW
a = 0
where Na is the exterior unit conormal and dS is the surface measure. The projection of a gradient of
a function that vanishes on the boundary vanishes:
(3.4) P
(
gab∂bq
)
= 0, if q
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
The projection has norm one:
(3.5) ‖PU‖ ≤ ‖U‖, ‖(I − P )U‖ ≤ ‖U‖, ‖W‖ = 〈W,W 〉1/2
The projection is continuous on the Sobolev spaces Hr(Ω) if the metric is sufficiently regular:
(3.6) ‖PU‖Hr(Ω) ≤ Cr‖U‖Hr(Ω),
since it is just a matter of solving the Dirichlet problem:
(3.7) ‖q‖Hr+1(Ω) ≤ Cr‖U‖Hr(Ω), r ≥ 0, if △q = divU, q
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0.
For r ≥ 1 this is the standard estimate for the Dirichlet problem. For r = 0 this is obtained by
multiplying by q, using that the right hand side is in divergence form, integrating by parts and using
that q
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0. Furthermore if the metric also depends smoothly on time t then
(3.8)
k∑
j=0
‖DjtPU‖Hr(Ω) ≤ Cr,k
k∑
j=0
‖DjtU‖Hr(Ω).
This follows by induction in k from commuting through time derivatives in (3.2):
(3.9) △Dmt q = −
m−1∑
j=0
(
m
j
)
∂a
(
(Dm−jt g
ab)∂bD
j
t q
)
+ ∂a
(
Dmt U
a
)
, Dmt q
∣∣
∂Ω
= 0
which using (3.7) gives ‖Dmt q‖Hr+1(Ω) ≤ Cr,m
∑m−1
j=0 ‖Dmt q‖Hr+1(Ω) + Cr,m
∑m
j=0 ‖DjtU‖Hr(Ω).
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For functions f vanishing on the boundary we define operators on divergence free vector fields
(3.10) AfW
a = P
(− gab∂b((∂cf)W c)),
Af is symmetric, i.e. 〈U,AfW 〉 = 〈AfU,W 〉, since for U and W divergence free it follows from (3.3)
(3.11) 〈U,AfW 〉 = −
∫
Ω
Ua∂a
(
(∂cf)W
c
)
κdy =
∫
∂Ω
(−∇Nf)UNWN κdS, UN = NaUa
If p is the pressure in Euler’s equations then normal operator A in (2.26) is
(3.12) A = Ap ≥ 0, i.e. 〈W,AW 〉 ≥ 0, if ∇Np
∣∣∣
∂Ω
≤ 0
which is true by our assumption (1.6). It follows from Cauchy Schwartz inequality that
(3.13) |〈U,Af pW 〉| ≤ 〈U,A|f |pU〉1/2〈W,A|f |pW 〉1/2 ≤ ‖f‖L∞(∂Ω)〈U,AU〉1/2〈W,AW 〉1/2
since ∇N (P ) = f∇Np on the boundary. The positivity properties (3.12) and (3.13) are of fundamental
importance to us. In particular, since p vanishes on the boundary so does p˙ = Dtp and therefore
(3.14) A˙ = Ap˙ satisfies |〈W, A˙W 〉| ≤ ‖∇N p˙/∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω)〈W,AW 〉
A˙ is the time derivative of the operator A, considered as an operator with values in the one forms.
It follows from (3.10) and (3.5) that ‖AfW‖ ≤ ‖∂2f‖L∞(Ω)‖W‖ + ‖∂f‖L∞(Ω)‖∂W‖. However, Af
acting on divergence free vector fields by (3.11) depends only on ∇Nf
∣∣
∂Ω
, i.e. Af˜ = Af if ∇N f˜
∣∣
∂Ω
=
∇Nf
∣∣
∂Ω
. We can therefore replace f by the Taylor expansion of order one in the distance to the
boundary in polar coordinates multiplied by a smooth function that is one close to the boundary and
vanishes close to the origin. It follows that
(3.15) ‖AfW‖ ≤ C
∑
S∈S
‖∇NSf‖L∞(∂Ω)‖W‖+ C‖∇Nf‖L∞(∂Ω)(‖∂W‖+ ‖W‖).
where S is a set of vector fields that span the tangent space of the boundary, see section 6.
For two forms α we define bounded projected multiplication operators given by
(3.16) MαW
a = P
(
gabαbcW
c
)
, ‖MαW‖ ≤ ‖α‖L∞(Ω)‖W‖.
In particular the operators in (2.27) and (2.28) are bounded projected multiplication operators:
(3.17) G =Mg , C =Mω, G˙ =Mg˙
where g is the metric, ω the vorticity and g˙ the time derivative of the metric.
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4. The lowest order energy estimate.
Since det (∂x/∂y) = 1 it follows from introducing Lagrangian coordinates, that for a function f
(4.1)
∫
Dt
f dx =
∫
Ω
f dy, so
d
dt
∫
Dt
f dx =
∫
Dt
Dtf dx
We note that if v is a solution if Euler’s equations, Dtvi = −∂ip, and p vanish on the boundary then
(4.2)
d
dt
∫
Dt
|V |2 dx = 2
∫
Dt
V iDtvi dx = −2
∫
Dt
V i∂ip dx = 2
∫
Dt
(divV )p dx− 2
∫
∂Dt
VNp dS = 0
We now want to obtain energy estimates for the linearized equations
(4.3) L1W = W¨ +AW + G˙W˙ − CW˙ = F
where A, G˙ and C are as in section 3 and F is divergence free. Because of the unbounded but positive
and symmetric operator A there is an additional term in the energy:
(4.4) E = E(W ) = 〈W˙ , W˙ 〉+ 〈W, (A + I)W 〉
where the inner product is given by (3.1).
Since 〈W˙ , W˙ 〉 = ∫
Ω
gabW˙
aW˙ b dy and Dt
(
gabW˙
aW˙ b
)
= g˙abW˙
aW˙ b + 2gabW˙
aDtW˙
b, we have
(4.5)
d
dt
〈W˙ , W˙ 〉 = 2〈W˙ ,DtW˙ 〉+ 〈W˙ , G˙W˙ 〉
where G˙ is given by (3.17). By (3.3) and (3.11) 〈W,AW 〉 = − ∫
Ω
W a∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
dy, and
(4.6) Dt
(
W a∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c)
))
= W˙ a∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c)
)
+W a∂a
(
(∂cp)W˙
c
)
+W a∂a
(
(∂cDtp)W
c
)
.
Since A is symmetric we get
(4.7)
d
dt
〈W,AW 〉 = 2〈W˙ ,AW 〉+ 〈W, A˙W 〉
where A˙W i = Ap˙W
i is given by (3.10) with f = p˙ = Dtp. Hence
(4.8)
d
dt
E(W ) = 2〈W˙ , W¨ +AW +W 〉+ 〈W˙ , G˙W˙ 〉+ 〈W, A˙W 〉+ 〈W, G˙W 〉
= 2〈W˙ , L1W 〉+ 2〈W˙ ,W 〉 − 〈W˙ , G˙W˙ 〉+ 〈W, A˙W 〉+ 〈W, G˙W 〉.
where we used that 〈W˙ ,CW˙ 〉 vanishes since C is antisymmetric. The operator G˙ is bounded by (3.16)-
(3.17) and |〈W, A˙W 〉| is bounded by (3.14) so
(4.9) |E˙| ≤
(
1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∇NDtp/∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω)
)
E + 2
√
E‖F‖.
With n(t) = 1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖∇NDtp/∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω) and E0 =
√
E we hence have
(4.10) E0(t) ≤ e
∫
t
0
ndτ
(
E0(0) +
∫ t
0
‖F‖ dτ
)
.
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5. Turning the initial conditions into an inhomogeneous divergence free term.
As explained in the introduction we want to reduce the initial value problem
(5.1) L1W = W¨ +AW + G˙W˙ − CW˙ = F, W
∣∣
t=0
=W0, W˙
∣∣
t=0
=W1
to the case of vanishing initial conditions and an inhomogeneous term F that vanishes to any order as
t→ 0. This is achieved by subtracting off a power series solution in t to (5.1):
(5.2) W a0r(t, y) =
r+2∑
s=0
ts
s!
W as (y)
We note that if Ws are divergence free it follows that W0r is divergence free. Here W0 and W1 are the
initial conditions, W2 is obtained form the equation (5.1) at t = 0: W2 = F − AW0 − G˙W1 + CW1.
Similarly, one gets higher order terms by first differentiating the equation with respect to time. It is
clear that doing so we obtain an expression Dk+2t W = Mk(W, ...,D
k+1
t W ) + D
k
t F and from this we
inductively define Wk+2 =Mk(W0, ...,Wk+1)
∣∣
t=0
+Dkt F
∣∣
t=0
. Here Mk is some linear operator of order
at most one and that is all we need to know. However, we are going to calculate the explicit form of
Mk since we will do similar calculations later on for other operators and this is a simple model case.
Now it turns out that its easier to differentiate the corresponding operator with values in one forms;
(5.3) L1Wa = gabL1W
b = gabW¨
b − ∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
+ ∂aq + (g˙ab − ωab)W˙ b = gabF b
where q is chosen so the last terms are divergence free, and afterwards project the result to the divergence
free vector fields. Let
(5.4) qs = Dst q p
s = Dst p, g
s
ab = D
s
t gab, ω
s
ab = D
s
tωab, Fs = D
s
tF
In general it follows from applying Drt to (5.3), restricting to t = 0 gives that
(5.5)
r∑
s=0
(
r
s
)(
gr−sab W
b
s+2 − ∂a
(
(∂cp
r−s)W cs
))
+ ∂aq
r +
r∑
s=0
(
r
s
)
(gr−s+1ab − ωr−sab )W bs+1 =
r∑
s=0
(
r
s
)
gr−sab Fs
We now want to project each term onto divergence free vector fields. Let
(5.6) AsW
c = P
(− gab∂b((∂cps)W c)), GsW c = P (gcagsabW b), CsW c = P (gacωsabW b)
We obtain
(5.7) Wr+2 = −
r−1∑
s=0
(
r
s
)
Gr−sWs+2 −
r∑
s=0
(
r
s
)(
Gr−s+1Ws+1 − Cr−sWs+1 +Ar−sWs −Gr−sFs
)
This inductively definesWr+2 fromW0, ...,Wr+1. With W0r given by (5.2) we have hence achieved that
(5.8) Dst
(
L1W0r − F
)∣∣
t=0
= 0, for s ≤ r, W0r
∣∣
t=0
=W0, W˙0r
∣∣
t=0
=W1
Replacing W by W −W0r and F by F −L1W0r hence reduces (5.1) to the case of vanishing initial data
and an inhomogeneous term that vanishes to any order r as t→ 0.
We also note that if the initial data are smooth then we can construct a smooth approximate
solution W˜ that satisfies the equation to all orders as t → 0. This is obtained by multiplying the kth
term in (5.2) by a smooth cutoff χ(t/εk), to be chosen below, and summing up the infinite series. Here
χ is smooth χ(s) = 1 for |s| ≤ 1/2 and χ(s) = 0 for |s| ≥ 1. The sequence εk > 0 can then be chosen
small enough so that the series converges in Cm([0, T ],Hm) for any m if we take (‖W˜k‖k +1)εk ≤ 1/2.
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6. Construction of the tangential vector fields.
Let us now construct the tangential divergence free vector fields, that are time independent expressed
in the Lagrangian coordinates, i.e. that commute with Dt:
(6.1) [Dt, T ] = 0.
This means that in the Lagrangian coordinates they are of the form T a(y)∂/∂ya and since det (∂x/∂y) =
1 the divergence free condition is just
(6.2) ∂aT
a = 0.
Since Ω is the unit ball in Rn the vector fields can be explicitly given. The vector fields
(6.3) ya∂/∂yb − yb∂/∂ya
corresponding to rotations, span the tangent space of the boundary and are divergence free in the
interior. Furthermore they span the tangent space of the level sets of the distance function from the
boundary in the Lagrangian coordinates
(6.4) d(y) = dist (y, ∂Ω) = 1− |y|
away from the origin y 6= 0. We will denote this set of vector fields by S0 We also construct a set
of divergence free vector fields that span the full tangent space at distance d(y) ≥ d0 and that are
compactly supported in the interior at a fixed distance d0/2 from the boundary. The basic one is
(6.5) h(y3, ..., yn)
(
f(y1)g′(y2)∂/∂y1 − f ′(y1)g(y2)∂/∂y2
)
,
which is divergence free. Furthermore we can choose f, g, h such that it is equal to ∂/∂y1 when |yi| ≤ 1/4,
for i = 1, ..., n and so that it is 0 when |yi| ≥ 1/2 for some i. In fact let f and g be smooth functions
such that f(s) = 1 when |s| ≤ 1/4 and f(s) = 0 when |s| ≥ 1/2 and g′(s) = 1 when |s| ≤ 1/4 and
g(s) = 0 when |s| ≥ 1/2. Finally let h(y3, ..., yn) = f(y3) · · · f(yn). By scaling, translation and rotation
of these vector fields we can obviously construct a finite set of vector fields that span the tangent space
when d ≥ d0 and are compactly supported in the set where d ≥ d0/2. We will denote this set of vector
fields by S1. Let S = S0 ∪ S1 denote the family of tangential space vector fields and let T = S ∪ {Dt}
denote the family of space time tangential vector fields.
Let the radial vector field be
(6.6) R = c1y
a∂/∂ya, c1 > 0
Now, divR = n is not 0 but for our purposes it suffices that it is constant since what we need is that
if divW = 0 then divLRW = RdivW −W divR = 0, where the Lie derivative LR is defined in the
next section. Let R = S ∪ {R}. Note that R span the full tangent space of the space everywhere. Let
U = S ∪{R}∪ {Dt} denote the family of all the vector fields construct above. Note also that the radial
vector field commutes with the rotations;
(6.7) [R,S] = 0, S ∈ S0
Furthermore, the commutators of two vector fields in S0 is just ± another vector field in S0. Therefore,
for i = 0, 1, let Ri = Si ∪ {R}, Ti = Si ∪ {Dt} and Ui = Si ∪ {R} ∪ {Dt}.
Let U = {Ui}Mi=1 be some labeling of our family of vector fields. We will also use multindices
I = (i1, ..., ir) of length |I| = r. so U I = Ui1 · · · Uir and LIU = LUi1 · · · LUir . Sometimes we will write
LIU , where U ∈ S0 or I ∈ S0, meaning that Uik ∈ S0 for all of the indices in I.
Note also that the vector fields Ua(y)∂/∂ya expressed in the x coordinates are given by U i∂/∂xi
where U i = Ua∂xi/∂ya. We here use the convention that indices a, ...., f refers to the components in
the Lagrangian frame and indices i, ..., n refers to the components in the Eulerian frame.
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7. Lie derivatives.
Let us now introduce the Lie derivative of the vector field W with respect to the vector field T ;
(7.1) LTW a = TW a − (∂cT a)W c
We will only deal with Lie derivatives with respect to the vector fields T constructed in the previous
section. For those vector fields divT = 0 so
(7.2) divW = 0 =⇒ divLTW = T divW −W divT = 0.
The Lie derivative of a one form is defined by
(7.3) LTαa = Tαa + (∂aT c)αc.
The Lie derivatives also commute with exterior differentiation, [LT , d] = 0 so if q is a function,
(7.4) LT∂aq = ∂aTq.
The Lie derivative of a two form is given by
(7.5) LTβab = Tβab + (∂aT c)βcb + (∂bT c)βac.
Furthermore if w is a one form and curlwab = dwab = ∂awb − ∂bwa then since the Lie derivative
commutes with exterior differentiation:
(7.6) LT curlwab = curlLTwab.
We will also use that the Lie derivative satisfies Leibnitz rule, e.g.
(7.7) LT (αcW c) = (LTαc)W c + αcLTW c, LT (βacW c) = (LTβac)W c + βacLTW c.
Furthermore, we will also treat Dt as if it were a Lie derivative and we will set
(7.8) LDt = Dt.
Now of course this is not a space Lie derivative but rather could be interpreted as a space time Lie
derivative in the domain [0, T ] × Ω. But the important thing is that it satisfies all the properties
of the other Lie derivatives we are considering, such as divW = 0 implies that divDtW = 0 and
Dt curlw = curlDtw, simply because it commutes with partial differentiation with respect to the y
coordinates. The reason we use the notation (7.9) is that we will apply products of Lie derivatives and
(7.9) and it is more efficient with the same notation. Furthermore
(7.9) [LDt ,LT ] = 0
this is because this quantity is L[Dt,T ] and [Dt, T ] = 0 for the vector fields we are considering, or it
follows from (7.1) and that T a = T a(y) is independent of t.
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8. Commutators between Lie derivatives with respect to tangential
vector fields and the normal and multiplication operators.
Note that the projection P defined in section 3 almost commutes with the Lie derivative with respect
to tangential vector fields. In fact if denote the corresponding operator on one forms by P
(8.1) Pua = ua − ∂aq
where q is as in (3.2) and ua = gabU
b, then LTPua = LTua − ∂aTq. Since q = 0 on the boundary it
follows that Tq = 0 there so the last term vanishes if we project again:
(8.2) P (LTPua) = PLTua
We will need to calculate commutator between Lie derivatives with respect to tangential vector
fields T and the operator Af defined in section 3. Let Af denote the corresponding operator taking a
vector field to the one form
(8.3) AfWa = gabAfW
b = −∂a
(
(∂cf)W
c − q),
Then since
(8.4) LT∂a
(
(∂cf)W
c
)
= ∂a
(
(∂cTf)W
k
)
+ ∂a
(
(∂cf)LTW c
)
it follows from (8.2)
(8.5) PLTAfWa = AfLTWa +ATfWa
Note that if f = p then it follows from (3.13) that the commutator is lower order. In fact p = 0 on
the boundary implies that Tp = 0 on the boundary if T is a tangential vector field. Since ∇Np 6= 0 it
follows Tp/p is a continuous function that is equal to ∇NTp/∇Np on the boundary. Hence by (3.13)
(8.6) |〈W,ATpW 〉| ≤ ‖∇NTp/∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω)〈W,AW 〉
In view of (8.2) it follows that the multiplication operatorMα, defined by (3.16) in section 3, satisfies
the commutator relation
(8.7) PLTM αW =M αLTW +M LTαW, where MαWa = gabMαW b
for a two form α. Let
(8.8) GT =MgT , g
T
ab = LT gab, CT =MωT , ωT = LTω
We will also use special notation for the time derivatives of G:
(8.9) G˙ = GDt =Mg˙, g˙ab = Dtgab
and of A
(8.10) AT = ATp, A˙ = ADt = ADtp
In the following sections we will commute through products of vector fields LIT = LTi1 · · · LTir where
I = (i1, ..., ir) and we will use the notation
(8.11) AI = AT Ip, GI =MgI , CI =MωI G˙I =Mg˙I
where gIab = LIT gab, g˙Iab = LITDtgab and ωIab = LITωab.
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9. Commutators between the linearized equation and Lie
derivatives with respect to tangential vector fields.
We are now ready to commute tangential vector fields through the linearized equation and in the
next section get the higher order energy estimates of tangential derivatives. Let T ∈ T be a tangential
vector fields and recall that [LT ,Dt] = 0 and that if W are divergence free then so is LTW . Let us
now apply Lie derivatives LIT = LTi1 · · · LTir , where I = (i1, ..., ir) is a multi index, to the linearized
equation (2.19) with an inhomogeneous divergence free term F vanishing to order r as t→ 0:
(9.1) gabW¨
b − ∂a
(
(∂cp)W
c
)
= −∂aq − (g˙ca − ωca)W˙ c + gabF b, W
∣∣
t=0
= W˙
∣∣
t=0
= 0.
which yields
(9.2) c II1I2(LI1T gab)LI2T W¨ b − c II1I2∂a
(
(∂cT
I1p)LI2T W c
)
= −∂aT Iq − 2c II1I2
(LI1T (g˙ca − ωca))LI2T W˙ c + c II1I2(LI1T gab)LI2T F b
where we sum over all I1 + I2 = I and c
I
I1I2
= 1. Let us introduce some new notation
(9.3) WI = LITW, FI = LITF gIab = LIT gab ωIab = LITωab, pI = T Ip, qI = T Iq
and g˙Iab = DtLIT gab, W˙I = DtWI etc. With this notation (9.2) becomes
(9.4) c II1I2g
I1
abW¨
b
I2
− c II1I2∂a
(
(∂cpI1)W
c
I2
)
= −∂aqI − c II1I2
(
g˙I1ab − ωI1ab
)
W˙ bI2 + c
I
I1I2
gI1abF
b
I2
Let us now project each term onto divergence free vector fields and also introduce some notation for
the resulting operators
(9.5) AIW
a = AT IpW
a, GIW
a = P
(
gacgIcbW
b)
and
(9.6) G˙IW
a = P
(
gacg˙IcbW
b), CIW
a = P (gacωIcbW
b)
From now on we set c˜ I1I2I = c
I
I1I2
when I2 6= I and c˜ I1I2I = 0 if I2 = I. Projecting each term onto
divergence free vector fields we can now write (9.4) as
(9.7) L1WI = W¨I+AWI+ G˙W˙I −CW˙I = FI − c˜ I1I2I
(
AI1WI2 + G˙I1W˙I2 −CI1W˙I2 +GI1W¨I2 +GI1FI2
)
Here GJ , G˙J and CJ are all bounded operators. By (3.16)-(3.17):
(9.8) ‖GJW‖ ≤ ‖LJT g‖L∞(Ω)‖W‖, ‖CJW‖ ≤ ‖LJTω‖L∞(Ω)‖W‖
The terms GI1W¨I2 are easy to take care of by also including time derivatives up to highest order in our
estimates since |I2| ≤ |I|− 1. AWI itself will be included in the higher order energy, which is just going
to be a sum of terms of the form (4.4) with W replaced by WI for |I| ≤ r. However, we also have to
deal with AI1WI2 since AI1 is an operator of order 1. Since |I2| ≤ |I| − 1 ≤ r − 1 in the terms AI1WI2
and since the energy will give us W˙I for all |I| ≤ r we in particular will have an estimate for W¨I2 which,
using the equation (9.7), up to terms of lower order is −AWI2 . Since AJ = ATJp it follows from (3.13)
that
(9.9) |〈U,AJW 〉| ≤ ‖∇NT Jp/∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω)〈U,AU〉1/2〈W,AW 〉1/2,
However this does not imply that the norm of AJ is bounded by the norm of A. Therefore we have to
deal with these terms with AI1 in an indirect way, by including them in the energy and using (9.9).
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10. The a priori energy bounds for tangential derivatives.
To obtain estimates for higher derivatives we apply tangential vector fields to the equation and get
similar equations for higher derivatives. However, there are a some commutators coming up that we
have to deal with. One can be dealt with by adding a lower order term to the energy and another
commutator one deals with by also considering higher time derivatives. The main point is however that
commutators with the normal operator can be controlled by the normal operator through (9.9). Let
WT = LTW , FT = LTF and let GT , CT and AT be as in (8.8) and (8.10). By (9.7)
(10.1) L1WT = FT −ATW − G˙TW + CT W˙ +GT W¨ +GTF
The terms one has to deal with are ATW and GT W¨ . Let E = E(W ), where E(W ) is given by (4.4),
(10.2) ET = E(WT ) = 〈W˙T , W˙T 〉+ 〈WT , (A+ I)WT 〉, and DT = 2〈WT , ATW 〉.
DT is lower order compared to ET since by (9.9) it is bounded by a constant times
√
ET
√
E and we
already have an estimate for E in (4.10). We will add DT to the energy ET to pick up the commutator
AT between LT and A. By (4.8)
(10.3) E˙T + D˙T = 2〈W˙T , L1WT 〉+ 2〈W˙T ,WT 〉 − 〈W˙T , G˙W˙T 〉+ 〈WT , A˙WT 〉+ 〈WT , G˙WT 〉
+ 2〈W˙T , ATW 〉+ 2〈WT , AT W˙ 〉+ 2〈WT , A˙TW 〉
= 2〈WT , AT W˙ 〉+ 2〈W˙T , GT W¨ 〉+ 2〈W˙T , F +GTF 〉
+ 2〈W˙T ,−G˙TW + CT W˙ +WT 〉 − 〈W˙T , G˙W˙T 〉+ 〈WT , A˙WT 〉+ 〈WT , G˙WT 〉+ 2〈WT , A˙TW 〉
Here, the terms on the last row are bounded by ET and E using (9.8) and (9.9). The only terms that
remains to control are 2〈W˙T , GT W¨ 〉 and 2〈WT , AT W˙ 〉. These terms are controlled by simultaneously
consider one more time derivative, i.e. if T = Dt, and estimate energies for these.
Let us now define higher order energies. Let
(10.4) EI = E(WI) = 〈W˙I , W˙I〉+ 〈WI , (A+ I)WI〉, WI = LITW.
With notation as in the previous section we have by (4.8) and (9.7)
(10.5) E˙I = 2〈W˙I ,DtW˙I +AWI + G˙W˙I − CW˙I〉
+ 2〈W˙I ,WI〉 − 〈W˙I , G˙W˙I〉+ 〈WI , A˙WI〉+ 〈WI , G˙WI〉
= −2c˜ I1I2I
(
〈W˙I , AI1WI2〉+ 〈W˙I , G˙I1W˙I2〉 − 〈W˙I , CI1W˙I2〉+ 〈W˙I , GI1W¨I2〉+ 〈W˙I , GI1FI2〉
)
+ 2〈W˙I , FI〉+ 2〈W˙I ,WI〉 − 〈W˙I , G˙W˙I〉+ 〈WI , A˙WI〉+ 〈WI , G˙WI〉
To deal with the term 〈W˙I , AI1WI2〉 we introduce
(10.6) DI = 2 c˜
I1I2
I 〈WI , AI1WI2〉
Then
(10.7) D˙I = 2 c˜
I1I2
I
(
〈W˙I , AI1WI2〉+ 〈WI , AI1W˙I2〉+ 〈WI , A˙I1WI2〉
)
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and hence
(10.8) E˙I + D˙I =
−2 c˜ I1I2I
(
−〈WI , AI1W˙I2〉−〈WI , A˙I1WI2〉+〈W˙I , G˙I1W˙I2〉−〈W˙I , CI1W˙I2〉+〈W˙I , GI1W¨I2〉+〈W˙I , GI1FI2〉
)
+ 2〈W˙I , FI〉+ 2〈W˙I ,WI〉 − 〈W˙I , G˙W˙I〉+ 〈WI , A˙WI〉+ 〈WI , G˙WI〉
We have hence replaced the bad term by two terms that we can control by (9.9). Furthermore, we can
also bound DI itself using (9.9).
For a two form α and a function q vanishing on the boundary let
(10.9) ‖α‖∞ = ‖ |α| ‖L∞(Ω), ‖∂q‖∞, p−1 = ‖∇Nq/∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω) ≤ ‖∂q‖∞/c0,
and for a vector fields W let
(10.10) 〈W 〉A = 〈W,AW 〉1/2, ‖W‖ = 〈W,W 〉1/2.
With this notation it now follows from (10.8) and (9.8)-(9.9) that
(10.11) E˙I + D˙I ≤ 2〈WI〉Ac˜ I1I2I
(
‖∂pI1‖∞, p−1〈W˙I2〉A + ‖∂p˙I1‖∞, p−1〈WI2〉A
)
+ 2‖W˙I‖ c˜ I1I2I
(
(‖g˙I1‖∞ + ‖ωI1‖∞)‖W˙I2‖+ ‖gI1‖∞‖W¨I2‖+ ‖gI1‖∞‖FI2‖
)
+ ‖W˙I‖
(
2‖FI‖+ 2‖WI‖+ ‖g˙‖∞‖W˙I‖
)
+ ‖WI‖ ‖g˙‖∞‖WI‖+ 〈WI〉A‖∂p˙‖∞, p−1〈WI〉A
Furthermore
(10.12) |DI | ≤ 2〈WI 〉A c˜ I1I2I ‖∂pI1‖∞, p−1〈WI2〉A
Definition 10.1. For V any of our families of vector fields let
(10.13) EVs =
∑
|I|≤s, I∈V
√
EI , ‖W‖Vs =
∑
|I|≤s, I∈V
‖LITW‖
where EI is given by (10.4). For a two form α and a function q vanishing on the boundary let
(10.14) ‖α‖Vs,∞ =
∑
|J|≤s, J∈V
‖LJTα‖∞, ‖∂q‖Vs,∞, p−1 =
∑
|J|≤s, J∈V
‖∂T Jq‖∞, p−1
where the norms are given by (10.9). Furthermore, let
(10.15) nVs = ‖g˙‖Vs,∞ + ‖ω‖Vs,∞ + ‖g‖Vs+1,∞ + ‖∂p‖Vs+1,∞,p−1 + ‖∂p˙‖Vs,∞,p−1
If I ∈ T and |I| = r then with the notation in Definition 10.1 we obtain from (10.11) and (10.12):
(10.16) |E˙I + D˙I | ≤ CETr
r∑
s=0
nTs
(
ETr−s + ‖F‖Tr−s
)
, |DI | ≤ CETr
r−1∑
s=0
nTs E
T
r−1−s
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If we integrate the first inequality from 0 to t using that EI(0) = DI(0) = 0 and the second inequality
we get with a constant depending on nr = sup0≤τ≤T n
T
s (τ)
(10.17) EI ≤ CETr ETr−1 + C
∫ t
0
ETr
(
ETr + ‖F‖Tr
)
dτ
If we sum over |I| ≤ r and divide by Er(t) = sup0≤τ≤tETr (τ) we get for some other constant
(10.18) Er ≤ CEr−1 + C
∫ t
0
(
Er + ‖F‖Tr
)
dτ.
Hence with Mr(t) =
∫ t
0
Er dτ , we get
(10.19)
dMr
dt
− CMr ≤ CEr−1 + C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Tr dτ
Multiplying by the integrating factor e−Ct and integrating from 0 to t we see that Mr is bounded by
some constant depending on t ≤ T times the right hand side and hence it follows that for some other
constant
(10.20) Er ≤ CEr−1 + C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Tr dτ
Since we already proved a bound for E0 in (4.10) it inductively follows that:
Lemma 10.1. Suppose that x, p ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), p∣∣
∂Ω
= 0, ∇Np
∣∣
∂Ω
≤ −c0 < 0 and divV = 0,
where V = Dtx. Suppose that W is a solution of (9.1) where F is divergence free and vanishing to
order r as t → 0. Let ETs be defined by (10.14). Then there is a constant C depending only on the
norm of (x, p), a lower bound for c0 and an upper bound for T , such that if E
T
s (0) = 0, for s ≤ r, then
(10.21) ETr (t) ≤ C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Tr dτ, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T
11. Estimates of derivatives of a vector field in terms
of the curl, the divergence and tangential derivatives.
In this section we show that derivatives of vector fields can be estimated by derivatives of the curl,
the divergence and tangential derivatives. First we prove the basic estimate in the Euclidean coordinates
in Lemma 11.1 below. This estimate it is not invariant and so in Lemma 11.2 we express it in terms of
Lie derivatives which is invariant.
Lemma 11.1. We have
(11.1) |∂α| ≤ Cn
(|curlα|+ |divα|+∑S∈S |Sα|), curlαij = ∂iαj − ∂jαi divα = δij∂iαj
for a one form αi in the Eulerian frame, where Cn only depends on the dimension n. Here the norms
are the Euclidean norms, |∂α| =
√∑n
i,j=1 |∂iαj |2.
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Proof of Lemma 11.1.. Since S span the full tangent space in the interior when the distance to the
boundary d(y) ≥ d0 we may assume that d(y) < d0. Let Ωa = {y; d(y) > a} and let Dta be the image
of this set under mapping y → x(t, y). Let N the exterior unit normal to ∂Dta. Then qij = δij −N iN j
is the inverse of the tangential metric. Since the tangential vector fields span the tangent space of the
level sets of the distance function we have qijaiaj ≤ C
∑
S∈S S
iSjaiaj , where here S
i = Sa∂xi/∂ya.
We claim that for any two tensor βij :
(11.2) δijδklβkiβlj ≤ Cn
(
δijqklβkiβlj + |βˆ|2 + (tr β)2
)
where βˆij = βij − βji is the antisymmetric part and tr β = δijβij is the trace. To prove (11.2) we
may assume that β is symmetric and traceless. Writing δij = qij +N iN j we see that the estimate for
such tensors follows from the estimate N iN jNkN lβkiβlj = (N
iNkβki)
2 = (qikβki)
2 ≤ nqijqklβkiβlj .
(This inequality just says that (tr(Qβ))2 ≤ n tr(QβQβ) which is obvious if one writes it out and use
the symmetry. ) 
The inequality (11.1) is not invariant under changes of coordinates so we want to replace it by an
inequality that is, so we can get an inequality that holds also in the Lagrangian frame. After that we
want to derive higher order versions of it as well. The divergence and the curl are invariant but the other
terms are not. There are two ways to make these terms invariant. One is to replace the differentiation
by covariant differentiation and the other is to replace it by Lie derivatives with respect to the our
family of vector fields in section 6. Both ways will result in a lower order term just involving the norm
of the one form itself multiplied by a constant which depends on two derivatives of the coordinates.
Definition 11.1. Let c1 be a constant such that
(11.3)
∑
a,b
(|gab|+ |gab|) ≤ c21, |∂x/∂y|2 + |∂y/∂x|2 ≤ c21
and let K1 denote a continuous function of c1.
We note that the bound for the Jacobian of the coordinate and its inverse follows from the bound
for the metric and its inverse and the bound for the Jacobian and its inverse implies an equivalent
bound for the metric and its inverse with c21 multiplied by n. All our constants in what follows in this
section will depend on a bound for c1 and we will denote such a constants by K1.
Lemma 11.2. In the Lagrangian frame we have, with W a = gabW
b,
|LUW | ≤ K1
(
|curlW |+ |divW |+∑S∈S |LSW |+ [g]1|W |
)
, U ∈ R,(11.4)
|LUW | ≤ K1
(
|curlW |+ |divW |+∑T∈T |LTW |+ [g]1|W |
)
, U ∈ U ,(11.5)
where [g]1 = 1 + |∂g|. Furthermore
(11.6) |∂W | ≤ K1
(
|LRW |+
∑
S∈S |LSW |+ |W |
)
When d(y) ≤ d0 we may replace the sums over S by the sums over S0 and the sum over T by the sum
over T0.
Proof of Lemma 11.2. (11.5) follows directly from (11.4) by adding the time derivative to the right hand
side. We will show that (11.4) in the Eulerian frame follows from (11.1) and then it follows directly
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that (11.4) holds in Lagrangian frame as well since everything is invariant. Let Zi = δijαj . Then
LUZi = UZi − (∂kU˜ i)Zk, where U˜ i = Ua∂xi/∂ya are the components of the vector field U expressed
in the Eulerian frame. Now transforming to the Lagrangian frame, partial differentiation becomes
covariant differentiation. (∂kU˜
i)(∂xk/∂ya)(∂yb/∂xi) = ∇aU b, where ∇aU b = ∂aU b + Γ ba cU c, and
Γ cab = g
cd (∂agbd + ∂bgad − ∂dgab) /2 = (∂yc/∂xi)∂a∂bxi are the Christoffel symbols. Since |∂aU b| ≤ C
it follows that |∂kU˜ i| ≤ C[g]1. That we may replace S by S0 close to the boundary follows from the proof
of Lemma 11.1. (11.6) follows since R span the tangent space and |LUW a − UW a| = |(∂cUa)W c| ≤
C|W |. 
We are now going to derive higher order versions of the inequality in Lemma 11.2. We want to
apply the lemma to W replaced by LJUW . Then in our applications the divergence term vanishes and
as we shall see later on we will be able to control the curl of (LJUW )a = LJU(gabW b) which however is
not the same as the curl of (LJUW )a = gabLJUW b but the difference is lower order and can be easily
estimated. Let us first introduce some notation:
Definition 11.2. Let β be a function, a one or two form or vector field, let V be any of our families of
vector fields and set
(11.7) |β|Vs =
∑
|J|≤s, J∈V
|LJSβ|, [β]Vu =
∑
s1+...+sk≤u, si≥1
|β|Vs1· · · |β|Vsk , [β]V0 = 1.
In particular |β|Rr is equivalent to
∑
|α|≤r |∂αy β| and |β|Ur is equivalent to
∑
|α|+k≤r |Dkt ∂αy β|.
Lemma 11.3. With the convention that |curlW |V−1 = |divW |V−1 = 0 we have
|W |Rr ≤ K1
( |curlW |Rr−1 + |divW |Rr−1 + |W |Sr +
r∑
s=1
|g|Rs |W |Rr−s
)
,(11.8)
|W |Rr ≤ K1
r∑
s=0
[g]Rs
( |curlW |Rr−1−s + |divW |Rr−1−s + |W |Sr−s).(11.9)
The same inequalities also holds with R replaced by U everywhere and S replaced by T :
|W |Ur ≤ K1
( |curlW |Ur−1 + |divW |Ur−1 + |W |Tr +
r∑
s=1
|g|Us |W |Ur−s
)
,(11.10)
|W |Ur ≤ K1
r∑
s=0
[g]Us
( |curlW |Ur−1−s + |divW |Ur−1−s + |W |Tr−s).(11.11)
Proof of Lemma 11.3. We will first prove (11.8) We claim that
(11.12)
∑
|I|=r,U∈R
|LIUW | ≤ K1
∑
|J|=r−1,U∈R
( |curlLJUW |+ |divLJUW |+ [g]1|LJUW |)+K1 ∑
|I|=r,S∈S
|LISW |
First we note that there is noting to prove if d(y) ≥ d0 since then S span the full tangent space.
Therefore, it suffices to prove (11.12) when d(y) ≤ d0 and with S replaced by S0 and R replaced by
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R0. Then (11.12) follows from (11.4) if r = 1 and assuming that its true for r replaced by r−1 we will
prove that it holds for r. If we apply (11.4) to LJUW , where |J | = r−1, we get
(11.13) |LˆULJUW | ≤ K1
( |curlLˆJUW |+ |divLJUW |+∑
S∈S
|LSLJUW |+ [g]1|LJUW |
)
.
If LJU consist of all tangential derivatives then it follows that |LU LˆJUW | is bounded by the right hand
side of (11.12). If LJU does not consist of only tangential derivatives then, since [LR,LS ] = L[R,S] = 0,
if S ∈ S0, we can write LSLˆJUW = LˆKU LS′W , for some S′ ∈ S0. If we now apply (11.12) with r replaced
by r − 1 to LS′W , (11.12) follows also for r.
In (11.8) we have LIU curlW = curlLIUW which however is different from curl LIUW . We have:
(11.14) LJUW a = LJU(gabW b) = −gabLJUW b + c˜JJ1J2gJ1abLJ2U W b, where gJab = LJUgab
where the sum is over all J1 + J2 = J and c˜
J
J1J2
= 1 for |J2| < |J | c˜JJ1J2 = 0 if J2 = J . It follows that
(11.15) |curlLJUW − curlLJUW | ≤ 2c˜JJ1J2
(|∂gJ1 ||LJ2U W |+ |gJ1 ||∂LJ2U W |), |J2| < |J |,
where the partial derivative can be estimated by Lie derivatives. (11.9) follows by induction from (11.8).
Finally, (11.10) follows from (11.12) and (11.15). In fact, applying (11.12) to W replaced by LkDtW we
see that (11.12) holds also for R replaced by U and S replaced by T and (11.15) also holds for U ∈ U .
12. The estimates for the curl and the normal derivatives.
Note that in section 10 we only had bounds for the derivatives that are tangential at the boundary,
as well as all derivatives in the interior since S span the full tangent space in the interior. We will now
use estimates for the curl together with the estimates for the tangential derivatives to get estimates also
for normal derivatives close to the boundary. Let
(12.1) w˙a = gabW˙
b, and curl wab = ∂awb − ∂bwa.
Then we have
(12.2) Dt
(
gabW˙
b
)− ∂a((∂cp)W c) = −∂aq + ωabW˙ b + F a
Note that (12.2) can also be formulated as
(12.3) Dtw˙ +AW −CW˙ = F
where the underline as before means that we lowered the indices so the result is a one form. Note here
that w˙ is not equal Dtw so the notation is slightly confusing. But what we mean is that we think of
W as a vector field and take the time derivative as a vector field which results in W˙ and then w˙ is the
corresponding one form obtained by lowering the indices. We obtain
(12.4) Dt curlw˙ab = (∂c ωab)W˙
c − ωcb∂aW˙ c + ωca∂bW˙ c + curlF ab
Since Dtwa = g˙abW
b + gabW˙
b and ∂ag˙bc − ∂bg˙ac = ∂cωab we also obtain
(12.5) Dt curlwab = curlw˙ab + (∂c ωab)W
c + g˙bc∂aW
c − g˙ac∂bW c.
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Since divW = divW˙ = 0 it follows from Lemma 11.2 and (12.4)-(12.5) that
|Dt curlw˙| ≤ K1|ω|
(|curlw˙|+∑S∈S |LSW˙ |+ [g]1|W˙ |)+ |∂ω||W˙ |+ |curlF |(12.6)
|Dt curlw| ≤ |curlw˙|+K1|g˙|
(|curlw|+∑S∈S |LSW |+ [g]1|W |)+ |∂ω||W |(12.7)
Since we already have control of the tangential derivatives S by section 11 this obviously gives us
control of curlw˙ and curlw as well and once we have control of these we in fact control all components
by Lemma 11.3 again. The norms will be measured in L2 since we have control of the L2 norms of the
tangential components. We will now derive higher order versions of the inequalities (12.6)-(12.7) using
the higher order version of Lemma 11.2, i.e. (11.9) in Lemma 11.3.
We must now get equations for the curl of higher derivatives as well. Applying LJU to (12.4)-(12.5)
gives, since the Lie derivative commutes with the curl,
(12.8) Dt curlLJU w˙ab = cJ1J2
(
(∂c ω
J1
ab )LJ2U W˙ c − ωJ1cb ∂aLJ2U W˙ c + ωJ1ca∂bLJ2U W˙ c
)
+ (curlLJUF )ab,
where ωJ = LJU ω and
(12.9) Dt curlLJUwab = curlLJU w˙ab + cJ1J2(∂c ωJ1ab )LJ2U W c + cJ1J2
(
g˙J1bc ∂aLJ2U W c − g˙J1ac∂bLJ2U W c
)
where g˙Jab = LJUDtgab. Let us make a definition:
Definition 12.1. Let β be a two form. With notation as in Definition 11.2 we set
(12.10) ([g]|β|)Vu =
∑
s+r≤u
[g]Vs |β|Vr .
Using Lemma 11.3 and Lemma 11.2 it follows that:
Lemma 12.1. With notation as in Definition 11.1 and Definition 12.1 and the convention that
|curlW |V−1 = |divW |V−1 = 0 we have
|Dt curlw˙|Rr−1 ≤ K1
r∑
s=0
([g]|ω|)Rr−s
(|curlw˙|Rs−1 + |divW˙ |Rs−1 + |W˙ |Ss )+ |curlF |Rr−1(12.11)
|Dt curlw|Rr−1 ≤ K1
r∑
s=0
([g]|g˙|)Rr−s
(|curlw|Rs−1 + |divW |Rs−1 + |W |Ss )+ |curlw˙|Rr−1(12.12)
The same inequalities hold with R replaced by U and S replaced by T .
Proof of Lemma 12.1. Let us first prove (12.11). The first terms in the right hand side of (12.8) are by
Lemma 11.3 bounded by a constant times
(12.13)
r∑
u=0
|ω|Rr−u|W˙ |Ru ≤ K1
r∑
u=0
u∑
s=0
|ω|Rr−u[g]Ru−s
(|curlw˙|Rs−1 + |divW˙ |Rs−1 + |W˙ |Ss )
The proof of (12.12) uses the same argument and that that ∂cωab = ∂ag˙bc − ∂bg˙ac. 
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Let us now introduce some new norms and some new notation:
Definition 12.2. For V any of our families of vector fields let
(12.14) ‖W‖Vr = ‖W (t)‖V r(Ω) =
∑
|I|≤r,I∈V
(∫
Ω
|LIUW (t, y)|2 κdy
)1/2
,
and
(12.15) CVr =
∑
|J|=≤r−1, J∈V
(∫
Ω
|curlLJU w˙|2 + |curlLJUw|2 κdy
)1/2
, CV0 = 0.
Note that ‖W (t)‖R r(Ω) is equivalent to the usual Sobolev norm in the Lagrangian coordinates.
Definition 12.3. For V any of our families of vector fields and for β a function, a 1-form, a 2-form or a
vector field let |β|Vs be as in Definition 11.1 and set
(12.16) ‖β‖Vs,∞ = ‖ |β|Vs ‖L∞(Ω), [[g]]Vs,∞ =
∑
s1+...+sk≤s, si≥1
‖g‖Vs1 ,∞· · · ‖g‖Vsk ,∞, [[g]]V0,∞ = 1
where the sum is over all combinations with si ≥ 1. Furthermore, let
(12.17) mVr = [[g]]
V
r,∞, m˙
V
r =
∑
s+u≤r
[[g]]Vs,∞
(||g˙||Vu,∞ + ||ω||Vu,∞).
Let FUr = ‖curlF‖Ur−1(Ω). It now follows from Lemma 12.1 that
(12.18)
∣∣∣dC Ur
dt
∣∣∣ ≤ K1
r∑
s=0
m˙Ur−s
(
C Us + E
T
s
)
+ FUr
where ETs is the energy of the tangential derivatives defined in section 10. Hence
(12.19) CUr ≤ K1e
∫
t
0
K1 m˙
U
0 dτ
∫ t
0
( r−1∑
s=1
m˙Ur−sC
U
s +
r∑
s=0
m˙Ur−sE
T
s + F
U
r
)
dτ
Since we already proved a bound for ETs in Lemma 10.1 it inductively follows that C
U
r is bounded.
Note that, if r = 1 the interpretation of (12.19) is that the first sum is not there. By Lemma 11.3:
(12.20) ‖W (t)‖Ur(Ω) + ‖W˙ (t)‖Ur(Ω) ≤ K1
r∑
s=0
mUr−s
(
CUs + E
T
s
)
Hence we have:
Lemma 12.2. Suppose that x, p ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), p∣∣
∂Ω
= 0, ∇Np
∣∣
∂Ω
≤ −c0 < 0 and divV = 0,
where V = Dtx. Then there is a constant C = C(x, p) depending only on the norm of (x, p), a lower
bound for c0 and an upper bound for T , such that if E
T
s (0) = C
U
s (0) = 0, for s ≤ r, then
(12.21) ‖W‖Ur + ‖W˙‖Ur + ETr ≤ C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Ur dτ, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
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13. The smoothed out normal operator.
In order to prove existence we first have to replace the normal operator A by a sequence Aε of
bounded symmetric and positive operators that convergence to A, as ε → 0. The boundedness is
needed for the existence and the symmetry and positivity is needed to get a positive term in the energy.
Furthermore the commutators with Lie derivatives with respect to tangential vector fields as well as the
curl have to be well behaved. Let ρ = ρ(d) be a smooth function of d = d(y) = dist (y, ∂Ω), such that
(13.1) ρ′ ≥ 0, ρ(d) = d for d ≤ 1/4 and ρ(d) = 1/2 for d ≥ 3/4.
Let χ(ρ) be a smooth function such that
(13.2) χ′(ρ) ≥ 0, χ(ρ) = 0, when ρ ≤ 1/4, and χ(ρ) = 1, when ρ ≥ 3/4
For a function f vanishing on the boundary we define
(13.3) AεfW
a = P
(− gabχε(ρ)∂b(fρ−1(∂cρ)W c))
where χε(ρ) = χ(ρ/ε). Then if we integrate by parts we get
(13.4) 〈U,AεfW 〉 =
∫
Ω
fρ−1χ′ε(ρ)(U
a∂aρ)(W
b∂bρ)dy
from which it follows that Aεf is symmetric and
(13.5) Aε = Aεp ≥ 0, i.e. 〈W,AεW 〉 ≥ 0, if p ≥ 0
It also follows that another expression for Aεf is
(13.6) AεfW
a = P
(
gabχ′ε(ρ)(∂bρ)fρ
−1(∂cρ)W
c
)
Aε is now for each ε > 0 a bounded operator
(13.7) ‖AεW‖ ≤ C‖∇Np‖L∞ε−1‖W‖
since χ′ε ≤ C/ε and p ρ−1|∂ρ| ≤ C‖∇Np‖L∞(∂Ω). In general, since the projection is continuous on
Hr(Ω), see (3.6) and (3.8), if the metric and pressure are sufficiently regular we get
(13.8)
k∑
j=0
‖DjtAεW‖Hr(Ω) ≤ Cε,r,k
k∑
j=0
‖DjtW‖Hr(Ω).
Moreover
(13.9) AεU → AU, in L2(Ω), if U ∈ H1(Ω)
In fact, the projection is continuous in the norm and χεF → F in L2 if F ∈ L2. It follows that
(13.10) P
(
gabχε(ρ)∂b
(
p ρ−1(∂cρ)U
c
))→ P (gab∂b(p ρ−1(∂cρ)U c)) = P (gab∂b((∂cp)U c))
since p ρ−1∂cρ = ∂cp on the boundary.
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We will now calculate the commutators with the Lie derivative LT with respect to tangential vector
fields T . As before the inequality
(13.11) |〈U,AεfpW 〉| ≤ 〈U,Aε|f |pU〉1/2〈W,Aε|f |pW 〉1/2 ≤ ‖f‖L∞(Ω\Ωε)〈U,AεU〉1/2〈W,AεW 〉1/2
hold, where Ωε = {y ∈ Ω; d(y) > ε}. In fact, it suffices to take the supremum over the set where
d(y) ≤ ε since χ′ε = 0, when d(y) ≥ ε. The only difference with (3.13) is that now the supremum over a
small neighborhood of the boundary instead of on the boundary. The positivity properties (13.5) and
(13.11) for Aε will play the role that (3.12) and (3.13) did for A. In particular, since p vanishes on the
boundary, p > 0 in the interior and ∇Np ≤ −c0 < 0 on the boundary it follows that p˙ = Dt p vanishes
on the boundary and p˙/p is a smooth function. Therefore
(13.12) A˙ε = Aεp˙ satisfies |〈W, A˙εW 〉| ≤ ‖p˙/p‖L∞(Ω\Ωε)〈W,AεW 〉
Here A˙ε is the time derivative of the operator Aε, considered as an operator with values in the one
forms. It will show up in the energy estimate for the ε smoothed out equation in the next section.
The commutators between Aεf and Lie derivatives with respect to tangential vector fields are basi-
cally the same as for A. Note that
(13.13) Td = 0, if T ∈ T0 = S0 ∪ {Dt}
where S0 are the rotations. Hence if T is any of these vector fields we have
(13.14) P
(
gcaLT (gabAεfW b)
)
= AεfLTW c +AεTfW c,
However, in order to get additional regularity in the interior we include the vector fields S1 that span
the tangent space in the interior. The vector fields in S1 satisfy
(13.15) Sρ = LSρ = 0, when d ≤ d0/2
Since χ′ε(ρ) = 0 when d ≥ ε the commutator relation (13.14) above is true for these as well if we assume
that ε ≤ d0/2.
It remains to estimate the curl of Aε. Whereas, the curl of A vanishes this is not the case for the
curl of Aε. It will however vanish away from the boundary. With AεWa = gabA
εW b we have
(13.16) AεWa = −χε(ρ)∂a
(
p ρ−1(∂cρ)W
c
)− ∂aq1
for some function q1 vanishing on the boundary and determined so the divergence vanishes. Since the
curl of the gradient vanishes and χ′ε(ρ) = 0 when d ≥ ε we have
(13.17) curl AεWab = 0, when d(y) ≥ ε
14. The smoothed out equation and existence of weak solutions.
The ε smoothed out linear equation:
(14.1) W¨ aε +A
εW aε + G˙W˙ε − CW˙ aε = F a, W˙ε
∣∣∣
t=0
=Wε
∣∣∣
t=0
= 0
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is just an ordinary differential equation for (Wε, W˙ε) on the space of divergence free vector fields in
L2(Ω) since all operator are bounded so existence follows in L2(Ω). In fact its an ordinary differential
equation in the Sobolev spaces Hr(Ω) by (13.8). To get additional regularity in time as well we apply
more time derivatives using (13.8) and (3.8) and that the initial conditions for these vanishes as well
since we constructed F in (14.1) so it vanishes to any given order. If initial data, encoded in F , are
smooth, we hence have a smooth solution of the ε approximate linear equation.
Now we want to use the existence and estimates for the ε smoothed out linear equation and pass
to the limit as ε → 0 to get existence for the linearized equation. Will show that Wε → W weakly in
L2, where W ∈ Hr(Ω) for some large r. From the weak convergence it will follow that W is a weak
solution and then from the additional regularity of W it will follow that in fact its a classical solution
and hence that the a priori bounds in the earlier section hold.
Of course the norm of Aε tends to infinity as ε → 0 but since it is a positive operator it can be
included in the energy. The energy will be the same as before with A replaced by Aε, so (4.4) becomes
(14.2) Eε = 〈W˙ε, W˙ε〉+ 〈Wε, (Aε + I)Wε〉
The time derivative of the first term is the same as (4.5) with W replaced by Wε. Since Dt d = 0 it
follows from taking the time derivative of (13.4), with f = p, that
(14.3)
d
dt
〈Wε, AεWε〉 = 2〈W˙ε, AεWε〉+ 〈Wε, Aεp˙Wε〉,
where the last term is bounded by (13.12). Hence by (4.7)-(4.9):
(14.4) |E˙ε| ≤
(
1 + ‖g˙‖L∞(Ω) + ‖(Dtp)/p‖L∞(Ω)
)
Eε + 2
√
Eε‖F‖
from which we get a uniform bound for 0 ≤ t ≤ T independent of ε: Eε(t) ≤ C.
Since ‖Wε‖ ≤ C we can now choose a subsequence Wεn → W weakly in the inner product. We
will show below that the limit W is a weak solution if the equation. Multiplying the ε smoothed out
equation by a smooth divergence free vector field U that vanishes for t ≥ T and integrating by parts
we get
(14.5)
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gab
(
U¨a +AεUa + G˙U˙a − CU˙a − C˙Ua
)
W bε dydt =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
aF b dydt
where C˙W c = P
(
gacω˙cbW
b), since Aε and D2t +BDt are symmetric and the adjoint of CDt is CDt− C˙.
We proved in the previous section that AεU converges to AU strongly in the norm if U is in H1. Since
Wεn →W weakly this proves that we have a weak solution W of the equation:
(14.6)
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gab
(
U¨a +AUa + G˙U˙a − CU˙a − C˙Ua
)
W b dydt =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
aF b dydt
for any divergence free smooth vector field U that vanishes for t ≥ T . Furthermore sinceWε is divergence
free, we have
(14.7)
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(∂aq)W
a
ε dydt = 0
for any smooth q that vanishes on the boundary and hence
(14.8)
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(∂aq)W
a dydt = 0
so W is weakly divergence free.
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15. Existence of smooth solutions for the linearized equation.
Now that we have existence of a weak solution we will prove that we have additional regularity and
in fact that, W, W˙ ∈ Hr(Ω) for any r ≥ 0. It then follows that we can integrate by parts again in the
above integrals and conclude that
(15.1)
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
q ∂aW
a dydt = 0
for any smooth function q that vanishes on the boundary. Hence W is divergence free. Furthermore
(15.2)
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
a
(
W¨ b +AW b + G˙W˙ b − CW˙ b
)
dydt =
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
gabU
aF b dydt
for any smooth divergence free vector field U that vanishes for t ≥ T . But in fact since W is divergence
free it follows that W¨ b +AW b + G˙W˙ b − CW˙ b is divergence and since by construction F is divergence
free as well it follows that (15.2) holds for any smooth vector field U that vanishes for t ≥ T . We then
conclude that
(15.3) W¨ b +AW b + G˙W˙ b − CW˙ b = F b, divW = 0
It therefore only remains to show that W ∈ Hr(Ω). We must show that we have uniform bounds
for the ε smooth out equation similar to the a priori bounds for the linearized equation.
The uniform tangential bounds for the ε smoothed out equation follows the proof of the a priori
tangential bounds in section 10. The proof is just a change of notation. Let
(15.4) EεI = 〈W˙εI , W˙εI 〉+ 〈WεI , (A+ I)WεI〉, WεI = LITWε.
If ε < d0 then the commutator relation for A
ε, (13.14), is exactly the same as for A, (8.5). Furthermore
the positivity property for Aεf only differs from the one for Af by that the supremum over the boundary
in (3.13) is replaced by the supremum over a neighborhood of the boundary where d(y) < ε in (13.11).
Hence all the calculations and inequalities in sections 10 and 12 hold with A replaced by Aε, if we replace
the supremum of ∇Nq/∇Np over the boundary in (10.9) by the supremum of q/p over the domain Ω\Ωε,
where Ωε is given by (15.6). Therefore we will arrive at the energy bound (10.21) for ETr replaced by
(15.5) ET ,εr =
∑
|I|≤r, I∈T
√
EεI ,
i.e. Lemma 10.1 hold for ETr replaced by E
T ,ε
r with a constant independent of ε. Note that, this is
where we need to have vanishing initial conditions and an inhomogeneous term that vanishes to high
order when t = 0 so that also the higher order time derivatives of the solution of (14.1) vanished when
t = 0. If the initial conditions for higher order time derivatives were to be obtained from the ε smoothed
out equation, then they would depend on ε and so we would not have been able to get a uniform bound
for the energy, ET , εr .
The bound for curl is very simple since by (13.17) the curl of Aε vanishes in
(15.6) Ωε = {y; dist(y, ∂Ω) > ε},
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it follows that all the formulas in section 12 hold when d(y) ≥ ε. This follows from replacing A in (12.3)
by Aε and using that the curl of this vanishes for d(y) ≥ ε. Since all the estimates used from section 11
are point wise estimates we conclude that (12.11)-(12.12) hold for W replaced by W ε when d(y) ≥ ε.
Let
(15.7) CU, εr =
∑
|J|≤r−1, J∈U
(∫
Ωε
|curlLJUwε|2 + |curlLJU w˙ε|2 dy
)1/2
With CUr replaced by C
U, ε
r and E
T
s replaced by E
T , ε
s we get exactly the same inequalities as before
(12.18)-(12.19), since these were derived from the point wise bounds in section 11. Furthermore, the
inequality (12.20) hold as well if we replace the norms by
(15.8) ‖W (t)‖U r(Ωε) =
∑
|I|≤r, I∈U
(∫
Ωε
|LIUW (t, y)|2 κdy
)1/2
,
Therefore we conclude that the inequality in Lemma 12.2 hold with a constant C independent of ε if
we replace the norms by (15.8):
Lemma 15.1. Suppose that x, p ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), p∣∣
∂Ω
= 0, ∇Np
∣∣
∂Ω
≤ −c0 < 0 and divV = 0,
where V = Dtx. Suppose that Wε is a solution of (14.1) where F is divergence free and vanishing
to order r as t → 0. Let ET , εs be defined by (15.5). Then there is a constant C depending only on
the norm of (x, p), a lower bound for c0 and an upper bound for T , but independent of ε, such that if
ET ,εs (0) = C
U,ε
s (0) = 0, for s ≤ r, then
(15.9) ‖Wε(t)‖Ur(Ωε) + ‖W˙ε(t)‖Ur(Ωε) + ET , εr (t) ≤ C
∫ t
0
‖F‖Ur dτ, for 0 ≤ t ≤ T.
It therefore follows that the limit W satisfies the same bound with Ωε replaced by Ω, and so the
weak solution in section 14 is in fact a smooth solution.
16. The energy estimate revisited and the proof of the theorem.
In section 10 we estimated the energies of the tangential derivatives without using the estimate
of the normal derivatives coming from the curl. This was necessary to get uniform bounds for the ε
smoothed out equation since in that case we could not estimate the curl close to the boundary. The
drawback was that instead we had to include all time derivatives as well in the energy. However, now
that we have existence we can obtain other bounds for the linearized equation directly. In section
9 we calculated the commutator between the linearized operator, considered as an operator from the
divergence free vector fields to the one forms, and Lie derivatives with respect to tangential vector fields,
and then projected the result back onto the divergence free vector fields. This was needed because the
commutator between Lie derivatives and the operator A considered as an operator with values in the
one forms is better behaved. However, the drawback is that the commutator with the second time
derivative, considered as an operator with values in the one forms, involves second time derivatives,
which is why we had to include all the time derivatives. Now we will instead commute through directly
with the operator from the divergence free vector fields to the divergence free vector fields. Let us then
also consider the original setting with non vanishing initial conditions and an inhomogeneous term:
(16.1) W¨ a − gab∂b
(
(∂cp)W
c − q1
)
= −gab((g˙cb − ωcb)W˙ c − ∂bq2)+ F a
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where q1 and q2 vanishes on the boundary and are chosen so that each term is divergence free. The
second term on the left is AW a and the term in the right is −G˙W˙ a +CW˙ a. Let us now first calculate
the commutators with A and tangential vector fields.
(16.2) LS
(
gab∂b
(
(∂cp)W
c − q1
))
= (LSgab)∂b
(
(∂cp)W
c − q1
)
+ gab∂b
(
(∂cSp)W
c + (∂cp)(LSW )c − Sq1
)
where LSgab=−gacgbdgScd, gScd=LSgcd. Projecting each term onto divergence free vector fields:
(16.3) LSAW = −GSAW +ASW +ALSW,
where AS = ASp and GS =MgS is the operator GSW
a = P
(
gacgScbW
b
)
. Expressed differently
(16.4) [LS , A]W = (AS −GSA)W
Although GS is a bounded operator, all the positivity properties of A are lost and the best we can say
is that GSA is an operator of order 1. The operator AS is also of order 1 but in section 10 we used
the positivity property to estimate it in terms of A which we controlled by the energy. It remains to
calculate the commutator with GS and C, which basically are the same.
(16.5) LTGSW i = LT
(
gab
(
gSbcW
c − ∂bq
))
= (LT gab)
(
gSbcW
k − ∂bq
)
+ gab(LT gSbc)W c + gabgSbcLTW c − gab∂bTq
Projecting each term onto the divergence free vector fields we arrive at
(16.6) [LT , GS ]W = (GTS −GTGS)W,
where GTSW
a = P
(
gabgTSbc W
c
)
and gTSbc = LTLSgbc.
In general using (16.4) and (16.6) to commute through we get for some constants d˜ I1...IkI
(16.7) LISAW −ALISW = d˜ I1IkI GI1 · · ·GIk−2AIk−1WIk
where the sum is over all combinations with I1 + ... + Ik = I, with k ≥ 2, and |Ik| < |I|. Here
GJW
a = MgJW
a = P (gacgJcbW
b), where gJac = LJSgac, AJ = ASJp and WJ = LJSW . Similarly we get
the commutators with G˙ and C
(16.8) LISG˙W − G˙LISW = e˜ I1IkI GI1 · · ·GIk−2 G˙Ik−1WIk
(16.9) LISCW − CLISW = e˜ I1IkI GI1 · · ·GIk−2CIk−1WIk
The only thing that matters is that these are bounded operators, and in fact they are lower order since
|Ik| < |I|. Hence we obtain
(16.10) L1W = W¨I +AWI + G˙W˙I − CW˙I = HI
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where
(16.11) HI = FI + d˜
I1Ik
I GI1· · ·GIk−2AIk−1WIk
+ e˜ I1IkI GI1· · ·GIk−2G˙Ik−1W˙Ik + e˜ I1IkI GI1· · ·GIk−2CIk−1W˙Ik
where |Ik| < |I| in the right hand side. Here FI = LITF . As before, let
(16.12) EI = 〈W˙I , W˙I〉+ 〈WI , (A+ I)WI〉
where we now only consider WI = LISW with S ∈ S. The energy estimate is like before and we only
have to be able to estimate the L2 norm of the right hand side of (16.10). The terms on the second
row of (16.11) are obviously bounded by EJ for some |J | ≤ |I|. In fact they are even lower order
since we have strict inequality. Therefore it only remains to estimate the term on the right in the first
row. |Ik| < |I| but AIk is order one and it contains derivatives in any direction so that term has to be
estimated by the ‖∂WIk‖L2(Ω), and so it does not directly help to have an estimate for ‖LSWIk‖L2(Ω)
for all tangential derivatives S. However the estimate of the tangential derivatives together with the
estimates for curl in Lemma 12.1 gives the required estimate.
Let CRr be defined (12.15), let E
S
s be defined by (10.13) and let m
R
s and m˙
R
s be as in Definition
12.3. Then by Lemma 11.3 we get the inequality corresponding to (12.20):
(16.13) ‖W‖r + ‖W˙‖r ≤ K1
r∑
s=0
mRr−s
(
CRs + E
S
s
)
, where ‖W‖r = ‖W (t)‖Rr(Ω)
Since the projection has norm 1, ‖GJW‖ ≤ ‖gJ‖∞‖W‖. It follows that
‖GI1 · · ·GIk−2CIk−1W˙Ik‖ ≤ ‖gI1‖∞ · · · ‖gIk−2‖∞ ‖ωIk−1‖∞ ‖W˙Ik‖ ≤ m˙Rr−s‖W˙‖s(16.14)
‖GI1 · · ·GIk−2G˙Ik−1W˙Ik‖ ≤ ‖gI1‖∞ · · · ‖gIk−2‖∞ ‖g˙Ik−1‖∞ ‖W˙Ik‖ ≤ m˙Rr−s‖W˙‖s(16.15)
where s = |Ik| < r and r = |I|. Let
(16.16) pRr =
r∑
s=0
[[g]]Rr−s,∞
∑
|J|≤s+1, J∈S
‖∂SJp‖L∞(∂Ω)
Since AJ = ASJp it follows form (3.15) that
(16.17) ‖GI1· · ·GIk−2AIk−1WIk‖ ≤ ‖gI1‖∞· · · ‖gIk−2‖∞ ‖AIk−1WIk‖ ≤ pRr−s‖W‖s + pRr−s−1‖W‖s+1
By (4.9) applied to (16.10) in place of (4.3):
(16.18) |E˙I | ≤
(
1 + ‖g˙‖∞ + ‖∂p˙‖∞/c0
)
EI + 2
√
EI‖HI‖
where c0 is the constant in (1.6). By (16.14)-(16.17) we have
(16.19) ‖HI‖ ≤ C
r−1∑
s=0
(
m˙Rr−s‖W˙‖s + pRr−s‖W‖s
)
+ pR0 ‖W‖r + ‖F‖r
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and using (16.13)
(16.20) ‖HI‖ ≤ K1
r−1∑
s=0
(
m˙Rr−s + p
R
r−s
)(
CRs + E
S
s
)
+K1p
R
0
(
CRr + E
S
r
)
+ ‖F‖r
Summing (16.18) over all I ∈ S with |I| = r and using (16.20) we get
(16.21)
∣∣∣dESr
dt
∣∣∣ ≤ K1(1 + ‖g˙‖∞ + ‖∂p˙‖∞/c0 +∑
S∈S
‖∂Sp‖∞
)(
CRr + E
S
r
)
+K1
r−1∑
s=0
(
m˙Rr−s + p
R
r−s
)(
CRs + E
S
s
)
+ ‖F‖r
Furthermore, by Lemma 12.1, (12.18) hold with U replaced by R and T replaced by S:
(16.22)
∣∣∣dCRr
dt
∣∣∣ ≤ K1m˙R0 (CRr + ESr )+K1
r−1∑
s=1
m˙Rr−s
(
CRs + E
S
s
)
+ ‖F‖r
(16.21) together with (16.22) gives us a bound for CRr + E
S
r in terms of C
R
s + E
S
s for s < r:
(16.23) CRr (t) + E
S
r (t) ≤ K1eK1
∫
t
0
ndτ
(
CRr (0) + E
S
r (0)
)
+K1e
K1
∫
t
0
ndτ
∫ t
0
( r−1∑
s=1
(
m˙Rr−s + p
R
r−s
)(
CRs + E
S
s
)
+ ‖F‖r
)
dτ
where n = 1 + ‖g˙‖∞ + ‖∂p˙‖∞/c0 +
∑
S∈S ‖∂Sp‖∞ + ‖ω‖∞. Since we already have proven the bound
for ES0 = E0 in section 4, (16.23) inductively gives a bound for C
R
r +E
S
r . Hence by (16.13) we obtain:
Lemma 16.1. Suppose that x, p ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), p ∣∣
∂Ω
= 0, ∇Np
∣∣
∂Ω
≤−c0<0 and divV =0, where
V = Dtx. Let W be the solution of (16.1) where F is divergence free. Then there is a constant C
depending only on the norm of (x, p), a lower bound for the constant c0 and an upper bound for T , such
that, for 0≤ t≤T , we have
(16.24) ‖W˙ (t)‖r + ‖W (t)‖r + 〈W (t)〉A,r ≤ C
(
‖W˙ (0)‖r + ‖W (0)‖r + 〈W (0)〉A,r +
∫ t
0
‖F‖r dτ
)
where
(16.25) ‖W (t)‖r =
∑
|I|≤r, I∈R
‖LIUW (t)‖L2(Ω), 〈W (t)〉A,r =
∑
|I|≤r, I∈S
〈LISW (t), ALISW (t)〉1/2
Note that the ‖W (t)‖r is equivalent to the usual time independent Sobolev norm. Since there are
compactly supported divergence free vector fields 〈W (t)〉A,r is only a semi-norm on divergence free
vector fields, see (3.10). Furthermore, since 0< c0 ≤−∇Np≤C it follows from (3.11) that 〈W (t)〉A,r
is equivalent to a time independent semi-norm given by (3.11) with f the distance function d(y), see
(6.2). Since we only apply tangential vector fields, it also follows from (3.11) that, up to lower order
terms that can be bounded by ‖W (t)‖r, it is equivalent to that the normal component of the vector
field WN = NaW
a is in Hr(∂Ω).
Definition 16.1. With notation as in (16.25) define Hr(Ω) to be the completion of C∞(Ω) in the norm
‖W (t)‖r and define Nr(Ω) to be the completion of the divergence free C∞(Ω) vector fields in the norm
‖W‖Nr = ‖W (t)‖r + 〈W (t)〉A,r.
Since the projection onto divergence free vector fields is continuous in the Hr norm it follows that
Hr is also the completion of the divergence free C∞ vector fields in the Hr norm.
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Theorem 16.2. Suppose that x, p ∈ Cr+2([0, T ] × Ω), p∣∣
∂Ω
= 0, ∇Np
∣∣
∂Ω
≤ −c0 < 0 and divDtx = 0.
Then if initial data and the inhomogeneous term in (2.29) are divergence free and satisfy
(16.26) (W0,W1) ∈ Nr(Ω)×Hr(Ω), F ∈ L1
(
[0, T ],Hr(Ω)
)
the linearized equations (2.29) have a solution
(16.27) (W, W˙ ) ∈ C([0, T ], Nr(Ω)×Hr(Ω))
Proof. The existence of a solution in (16.27) follows from section 15 if initial data and the inhomogeneous
term are divergence free and C∞ and the inhomogeneous term is supported in t > 0. By approximating
the initial data and the inhomogeneous term in (16.26) with C∞ divergence free vector fields and
applying the estimate (16.24) to the differences we get a convergent sequence in (16.27) so the limit
must also be in this space. 
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